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The family Paramyxoviridae has a wide host range and includes viruses with high 

potential to induce future epidemics and pandemics. Two genera of the family, 

Morbillivirus and Henipavirus, include many pathogenic viruses. Feline morbillivirus 

(FeMV) and Mojiang virus (MojV) are two recently identified viruses in these genera, 

respectively. FeMV was firstly isolated from an infected stray cat in Hong Kong in 

2012. Since its first detection, many strains with genetic diversity have been found 

worldwide. Although previous studies determined some of its characteristics, such as 

in vitro host range and clinical signs of FeMV-infected cats, further studies are still 

needed. For instance, FeMV’s tropism and viral entry mechanisms are still unknown, 

and its association with several feline kidney diseases is controversial. MojV is the 

first rat-originated henipavirus identified in China in 2012. The host cell receptor(s) of 

the MojV G is still undetermined, and its amino acid identity with other bat-originated 

henipaviruses is only 20%. Despite its uniqueness, our experimental data suggest that 

the G proteins of MojV and another deadly pathogenic henipavirus, Nipah (NiV), can 

complement each other, which confirms that MojV belongs to the genus Henipavirus. 
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Our study results also showed that the three cysteines on the MojV G stalk domain are 

involved in many roles in cell-cell fusion and viral entry into host cells. Furthermore, 

the two surface glycoproteins of MojV, G and the fusion protein (F), are far less N-

glycosylated than those of other henipaviruses. Different from MojV F whose two N-

glycans were involved in F protein expression, proteolytic F2 cleavage, fusogenic 

capability, and viral entry levels, the sole N-glycan on the G protein did not show any 

roles, suggesting that N-glycosylation on MojV G only plays minor roles in 

modulating cell-cell fusion and viral entry mechanisms. My study highlights the two 

understudied emerging viruses and expands knowledge on membrane fusion and viral 

entry mechanisms amongst paramyxoviruses. 
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1.1 The Paramyxoviridae Family 

 It was reported that future pandemics could be more frequent and impact 

global economy more devastatingly than the current global pandemic (63, 64). To 

prevent potential pandemics, it is important to pay close attention to zoonotic 

pathogenic viruses. The family Paramyxoviridae includes enveloped, non-segmented, 

negative-sense, and single-stranded RNA viruses (1, 2). They infect a large variety of 

mammalian hosts, such as humans, mice, pandas, hyenas, whales, bats, rats, dogs, and 

cats, as well as non-mammalian hosts, such as birds and reptiles (3-7). The 

Paramyxoviridae family includes many pathogenic viruses which significantly affect 

animal and human health such as measles virus (MeV), mumps virus (MuV), 

Rinderpest virus (RPV), and the two deadly pathogenic Hendra virus (HeV) and Nipah 

virus (NiV) (4, 8, 9). Based on the most recent classification by the International 

Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV), the family Paramyxoviridae is divided 

into the four subfamilies, 14 genera, and 72 recognized species based on complete L 

protein amino acid sequences (Table 1.1) (26, 31). The four subfamily groups 

(Orthoparamyxovirinae, Metaparamyxovirinae, Rubulavirinae, and Avulavirinae) are 

divided based on the phylogenic distance from Sunviridae, which is the closest outlier 

from the Paramyxoviridae (31). 

 There are minimally six genes in the genome of paramyxovirus, in the order of 

3’-N-P-M-F-RBP-L-5’ (Fig. 1.1.A). Most paramyxoviruses encode nine proteins from 

the coding sequences (Fig. 1.1.B). The negative-strand RNA is tightly bound to the 

viral nucleocapsid (N) protein and forms a ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex along 

with the large (L) RNA-dependent RNA polymerase and the phosphoprotein (P) 
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Table 1.1: Subfamilies, genus, and most representative species of the family. 

Paramyxoviridae based on Rima et al (31). Abbreviations are listed in parentheses. 

The two viruses which will be covered in further chapters were marked in bold. 

 

(10). The RNP complex has a very efficient replication system called the “rule of six,” 

meaning that paramyxoviral genomes are polyhexameric length (6n + 0) so each N 

protein binds every six RNA nucleotides (11, 12, 90). Also, the two additional 

proteins, V and W, are encoded by mRNA editing of the P gene. The C protein is also 

generated from P mRNA using an alternate reading frame (13, 14). The P-derived 

three proteins are known to inhibit interferon signaling to antagonize host antiviral 

response (13). The matrix protein (M) is a non-glycosylated peripheral membrane 

protein involved in virus particle assembly and budding process (15, 16). The two 

surface glycoproteins, the fusion (F) and the receptor-binding protein (RBP, 

designated variably as HN/H/G), induce membrane fusion and viral entry into target 
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cells. 

 

Figure 1.1: Paramyxovirus genome and structure. 

(A) Genome organization (3’ to 5’) of paramyxovirus. Each box indicates the coding 

sequence of each protein. (B) Schematic diagram of paramyxovirus structure. The 

color of each protein is identical to the coding sequence of Fig. 1.1 A. (C, D) Diagram 

of F (C) and RBP (D) glycoproteins. For F, the 1X FLAG tag (indicated as a black 

box in F) was inserted at the C-terminus of the F2 region, and F1 and F2 are linked with 

a disulfide bond (indicated as S-S). As for G, the HA tag (indicated as a black box in 

G) was attached to the C-terminal end. HR; heptad repeat, FP; fusion peptide, TM; 

transmembrane, CT; cytoplasmic tail, CTE; C-terminal extension. 

 

1.2 Structure and functions of the surface glycoproteins of paramyxovirus 

 The F glycoproteins of paramyxovirus are a homotrimeric class I viral fusion 
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proteins and are characterized by having numerous central N-terminal trimeric α-

helical coiled-coils (17). The paramyxoviral F protein is encoded as an inactive 

precursor (F0) and transported to the cell surface. The F0 is then endocytosed and 

cleaved into F1 and F2 in an endosomal compartment by a furin-like protease (18, 19). 

The fusogenically active F1 and F2 are linked by a disulfide bond and transported back 

to the plasma membrane (3). Each monomer of the F homotrimer has heptad repeat 

one and two (HR1 and HR2) domains. HR1 is located next to a C-terminus of the 

fusion peptide, and HR2 is in the proximity of the C-terminus of F1, adjacent to the 

transmembrane region (Fig. 1.1.C) (10). It is well known that binding of HR1 and 

HR2 is a critical for membrane fusion by forming pre-hairpin intermediate (PHI) (3, 

89). An additional HR domain (HR3) is located in a C-terminus of the F2 region. A 

previous study in my lab reported that the HR3 of the NiV F plays important roles in 

the membrane fusion cascade (89). 

 The RBP is various as hemagglutinin-neuraminidase (HN), hemagglutinin (H), 

and glycoprotein (G) depending on its receptor. For example, the HN protein has 

receptor-cleaving neuraminidase activity and binds to sialic acid-containing receptors 

(e.g. mumps virus, APMV-1, and parainfluenza viruses 1 to 5 (PIV 1-5)) (21). The H 

protein solely has hemagglutinin activity and binds to proteinaceous and immune-

related cell surface receptors such as CD46, SLAM (CD150), and an epithelial 

receptor Nectin-4 (e.g. wild-type measles (MeV) and morbilliviruses) The G protein 

also recognizes protein receptors including ephrin (Eph)-A2/A5/B2/B3 (e.g. 

henipavirus) (23-27). For example, NiV and HeV G proteins bind to Eph B2 and B3, 

which are the EphB class of receptor tyrosine kinases (91). The RBP is a 
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homotetramer, made up of dimer-of-dimers (28). It is a transmembrane type II protein 

composing a cytoplasmic tail, transmembrane, 4-helix bundle (4HB) stalk, and a 

receptor binding globular head domain (Fig. 1.1.D). It is known that the atomic 

structures of the RBP head domains are highly conserved regardless of their receptors 

(26). 

1.3 Host cell fusion and viral entry mechanism of paramyxovirus 

Paramyxovirus membrane fusion is mediated through a pH-independent 

process and requires the collaborative effort of the RBP and F glycoproteins, which 

are expressed on the surface of an infected cell (26). Once the head domain of RBP 

binds to its host receptor protein or sialic acid, it undergoes a conformational change 

that leads to either exposure of the stalk domain and/or structural change in the stalk 

itself (65-69). During the pre-fusion stage, the two glycoproteins bind and interact to 

each other to trigger the conformational change of F. There are two models proposed 

for this interaction based on the timing of the RBP binds to its receptor (22, 69). 

Firstly, the dissociation or clamp model suggests that the F and RBP bind to each 

other before RBP binding to its receptor. This prevents the premature conformational 

change of F into its post-fusion form (22). It is proposed that many H and G 

glycoproteins such as MeV or Canine distemper virus (CDV) H, and Nipah virus (NiV) 

or Hendra virus (HeV) G follow this model (3, 70-73). Previous studies revealed that 

NiV and HeV F and G show negative correlation between the fusogenicity and F/G 

interaction, meaning that hyperfusogenic mutants show less F/G avidity in the 

dissociation model (54, 91). On the other hand, the association or provocateur model 

explains that RBP which is binding to its receptor triggers F through destabilization 
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(22). The paramyxoviruses which possess HN glycoprotein such as parainfluenza 

virus 5 (PIV5), human parainfluenza virus type 3 (hPIV3), avian paramyxovirus 

serotype-1 (APMV-1) are known to follow this model (3, 74). The subsequent 

interaction of the RBP stalk domain with F then elicits a conformational change within 

F. The three hydrophobic N-terminal fusion peptides insert into a membrane of nearby 

naïve cell, as a form of the PHI (pre-hairpin intermediate), and the two helical regions 

of F, HR1 and HR2, are exposed and extended. As HR1 and HR2 continuously get 

closer, the membranes of the infected cell and the naïve cell starts to be pulled in. The 

HR1 and HR2 eventually bind to each other and form a shape called 6-helix bundle 

(6HB), which is a highly stable structure. This eventually creates a fusion pore 

between the two cell membranes (cell-cell fusion). Viruses enter into host cells via the 

same membrane fusion process between viral and cell membrane (virus-cell fusion). 

This allows viral genetic materials to enter into the target cell. The fusion cascade 

continues with neighboring naïve receptor-expressing cells and forms multinuclei cells 

called as syncytia (3, 26, 91). 

Additionally, the studies of headless mutants of paramyxoviruses such as NiV 

G, MeV H, PIV5 HN, NDV HN, and MuV HN showed that they still sufficiently 

trigger F protein without requiring receptor binding (21, 29, 30, 66). Specifically, the 

previous study on headless NiV G revealed the three-step mechanism of the F 

triggering process (30). The receptor binding of NiV G induces two steps of 

conformational changes of its head domain, and this triggers the exposure of the stalk 

domain to interact with F protein for further membrane fusion process (30). 
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1.4 The two pathogenic genera of Paramyxoviridae: Morbillivirus and Henipavirus 

 The genera of Morbillivirus and Henipavirus both belong to the 

Orthoparamyxovirinae subfamily. The Morbillivirus contains viruses which can be 

highly infectious and fatal to both of human and their livestock including MeV, CDV, 

Rinderpest virus (RPV), and peste des petits ruminants virus (PPRV) (32, 33). The 

members of Morbillivirus use hemagglutinin (H) as their RBP, which interacts with F 

protein and induces cell-cell fusion. Their principal cellular receptors are SLAM 

(CD150) and CD46, which are extensively expressed on immune-related cells. A 

previous study using 28 strains of MeV revealed that SLAM (CD150) serves as a 

common receptor for all the tested strains (92). This study also suggested that the 

single amino acid substitution at the position 481 in the H protein determines its 

binding of CD46, and the binding sites of the two receptors are distinct (92). Another 

preliminary receptor of the morbillivirus is an epithelial receptor Nectin-4. It is 

thought that MeV infects and grows in SLAM-expressing lympathic cells. After 

systemic infection via lymph nodes, the virus is transmitted to the basolateral side of 

epithelial cells using Nectin-4 and subsequently shed from the apical surface of the 

cells (34, 35). Furthermore, the viruses in the Morbillivirus genus have a possibility of 

a large outbreak. For example, the feline morbillivirus (FeMV) was newly identified 

from stray cats in Hong Kong in 2012. So far, many FeMV strains which have genetic 

diversity have been reported from worldwide including Hong Kong, Japan, Italy, 

United States, Brazil, Turkey, United Kingdom, Germany, and Malaysia (1, 5, 36-46). 

 The Henipavirus includes highly infectious zoonotic viruses such as NiV and 

HeV that can have a major global impact in veterinary and medical health, as well as 
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Cedar (CedV), Ghana (GhV, formally known as Kumasi virus), and Mojiang (MojV) 

viruses. The natural host reservoirs of henipaviruses except for MojV are mostly bats, 

but the viruses can be transmitted to numerous other hosts such as humans or other 

domestic animals by direct contact with infectious body fluids (26, 47). 

 NiV was first identified in Malaysia in 1998, from an outbreak of the 

respiratory and neurological disease in pigs and encephalitis in people (4). It was 

found to be transmitted by a flying fox (pteropid fruit bats) as a natural reservoir host, 

and transmissions via animal-to-human and human-to-human are both possible (48, 

49). The geological range of NiV is broad, including Malaysia, Singapore, India, 

Bangladesh, Philippines, Cambodia, East Timor, Indonesia, Vietnam, Papua New 

Guinea, and Thailand (4, 75-81). NiV infection causes symptoms including 

encephalitis and neurological malfunction which can eventually lead patients to death 

(48, 50). Despite its high mortality rate (40 to 92%) in humans, there are no efficient 

treatments nor vaccines approved for humans yet (48, 49, 51).  

 HeV was firstly reported from infected horses in Australia in 1994 and became 

the first zoonotic henipavirus (4, 52). It is harbored by Australian flying foxes, and 

horse-to-human transmission can occur by direct contact with infected horses (4). HeV 

causes fatal and acute respiratory disease to horses, and can be accompanied with 

symptoms such as facial swelling, ataxia, and terminally, copious frothy nasal 

discharge (47, 82). Although the geographical range of the HeV outbreak is limited to 

eastern Australia, this virus still raises concerns due to its high mortality rate and 

absence of licensed vaccines for human use (53, 54). However, promisingly, it was 

reported that a monoclonal antibody which was derived from human, m102.4, 
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exhibited a high level of cross-neutralization of both NiV and HeV in vitro (83). This 

antibody also proved its ability to prevent lethal NiV and HeV infection from in vivo 

studies using animal models such as ferret and African green monkey (84-86). The 

m102.4 is known to be capable of neutralizing all known isolates of both NiV and 

HeV and went through its phase 1 clinical trial recently (87, 88). 

 CedV is a henipavirus that was isolated from Pteropus bat colonies in 

Queensland, Australia in 2012 (55). CedV has many similarities with the deadly 

pathogenic NiV and HeV, such as similar genome size, highly conserved domains in 

N, M, and L. It also shares the same receptor (Ephrin B2) and shows antibody cross-

reactivity with NiV and HeV (55). However, it was reported that CedV did not show 

pathogenicity to small animals such as ferrets and guinea pigs (55). Also, CedV lacks 

the RNA editing function of the P gene for coding V and W proteins, which are 

important for antagonizing the interferon response. This may induce the pathogenic 

inability of CedV (56, 57).  

 The viral RNA of the GhV was detected from feces of the African straw-

colored fruit bat, Eidolon helvum (58). The finding of a novel henipavirus in 

continental Africa, where Pteropus bats do not exist, suggests a potential endemicity 

of henipaviruses (58). However, it is still unclear if the live GhV really causes diseases 

in animals and humans (59). Furthermore, the fusogenicity of GhV is limited to bat-

originated cell lines in spite of its binding ability to EphB2, which is a highly 

conserved receptor among henipaviruses (60). Interestingly, the previous study 

reported that the truncation of the cytoplasmic tail of GhV G significantly enhanced 

fusogenicity in cell lines which are not originated from bats (60). This result suggests 
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that a genetically mutated GhV G may be able to infect a wide range of hosts. 

 Unlike other bat-borne henipaviruses, the viral RNA of the Mojiang virus 

(MojV) was detected in a rat (Rattus flavipectus) from an abandoned mine. It is 

circumstantially associated with three human deaths from severe pneumonia in 

Mojiang Hani Autonomous County in China in 2012 (61). Although the overall 

genome structure is similar to other henipaviruses, MojV G has several unique 

characteristics compared to other henipaviral G proteins. First, the amino acid 

homology between MojV G and other henipaviral G proteins is approximately 20%, 

which is less than the alignment between other henipaviral G proteins (Table 1.2.). 

Second, MojV G has a C-terminal extension (CTE) within its head domain, which has 

not been identified in other henipaviruses, yet, the role(s) of the region is unclear. 

Lastly, the cellular receptor(s) of MojV G glycoprotein is still undetermined despite 

previous extensive studies. It was reported that MojV G does not bind to any of the 

proteinaceous or sialic acid receptors of paramyxoviral RBPs (23). A recent study on 

the MojV G receptor reported that cell-cell fusion was observed from cells expressing 

rat Eph A4, human Eph A5, and mouse Eph A1 (62). However, this result does not 

confirm that Eph A1, A4 and A5 are the main receptors of MojV G due to the low 

fusion levels and slow kinetics of MojV F and G glycoproteins (62).  
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Table 1.2: Paramyxovirus F and G Percent Identity Analysis. 

The table was build using RBP and fusion glycoprotein sequences on the NCBI 

Protein Database. The protein sequences were aligned using the Clustal Omega 

Multiple Sequence Alignment Tool (48). The top row indicates the attachment 

glycoproteins while the left column corresponds to fusion glycoproteins after 

alignment. The black boxes indicate no comparison was performed, since the boxes 

corresponded to self (100%). The virus names and accession numbers are as follows: 

Nipah virus (NiV; G- AEZ01389.1, F- AEZ01388.1), Hendra virus (HeV; G-  

AEB21198.1, F- AEB21197.1), Cedar virus (CedV;  G-AFP87279.1, F- 

AFP87278.1), Mojiang virus (MojV; G- YP_009094095.1, F- YP_009094094.1), 

Ghana virus (GhV; G- AFH96011.1, F- AFH96010.1), and Measles virus (MeV; H- 

AAA75500.1, F- AAA75498.1). 
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2.1 Abstract 

 Feline morbillivirus (FeMV) was first isolated in stray cats in Hong Kong in 

2012. Since its discovery, the virus has been reported in domestic cats worldwide, 

including in Hong Kong, Japan, Italy, US, Brazil, Turkey, UK, Germany, and 

Malaysia. FeMV is classified in the Morbillivirus genus within the Paramyxoviridae 

family. FeMV research has focused primarily on determining the host range, 

symptoms, and characteristics of persistent infections in vitro. Importantly, there is a 

potential association between FeMV infection and feline kidney diseases, such as 

tubulointerstitial nephritis (TIN) and chronic kidney diseases (CKD), which are known 

to significantly affect feline health and survival. However, the tropism and viral entry 

mechanism(s) of FeMV remain unknown. In this review, we summarize the FeMV 

studies up to date, including the discoveries of various FeMV strains, basic virology, 

pathogenicity, and disease signs. 

2.2 Introduction 

2.2.1 FeMV Belongs to Family Paramyxoviridae. 

 The family Paramyxoviridae includes many pathogenic and infectious viruses 

such as measles virus (MeV), mumps virus (MuV), newcastle disease virus (NDV), 

rinderpest virus (RPV), and the two deadly zoonotic Hendra virus (HeV) and Nipah 

virus (NiV) (1, 3, 4, 8, 9). Therefore, the outbreak of these viruses can cause critical 

human and veterinary health burdens, as well economic damage to several livestock 

industries (10–13). Paramyxovirus RBPs bind to cellular receptors, such as 

neuraminidase-proteinaceous receptors (for HN), ephrinB2 and ephrinB3 (for G), and 

SLAM (also known as CD150, for H) (23–26). After receptor binding, the two surface 
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glycoproteins, F and RBP, undergo conformational changes and trigger F to induce the 

viral-cell membrane fusion cascade that results in viral entry. This process facilitates 

the fusion of viral and host cell membranes and viral entry into host cells (19-22, 27, 

28).  

 The Morbillivirus genus within the Paramyxoviridae family contains highly 

infectious animal viruses, including peste des petits ruminants virus (PPRV), canine 

distemper virus (CDV), and cetacean morbillivirus (CeMV), which can cause severe 

and sometimes fatal systemic disorders (14–16). In 2012, a previously unknown virus 

now named feline morbillivirus (FeMV, formerly abbreviated FmoPV), was 

discovered in Hong Kong to infect cats and subsequently classified in the 

Morbillivirus genus (1, 17, 18). 

2.2.2 Discovery of Various FeMV Strains 

 FeMV is an emerging morbillivirus that has been isolated and studied by 

numerous research groups worldwide. Cats infected with FeMV have been detected in 

Hong Kong, Japan, Italy, United States, Brazil, Turkey, United Kingdom, Germany, 

Malaysia (Figure 2.1). FeMV RNA was first detected in 56 out of 457 stray cats 

(12.3%, 53 urine samples, four rectal swabs, and one blood sample) by reverse 

transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) utilizing consensus primers 

designed using the partial sequence of the morbillivirus L gene, a highly conserved 

sequence within the genome (1, 10). The three complete genome sequences (761U, 

776U, and M252A) had less than 80% nucleotide identities to known paramyxoviruses 

(1). The three genomes followed the characteristic paramyxovirus genome layout as 

3’-N-P/V/W/C-M-F-HN/H/G-L-5’, the rule of six, and the herringbone nucleoprotein 
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morphology (1, 29, 30). Based on these observations and the phylogenetic analysis, 

the three strains were added to the Morbillivirus genus (1). 

 

Figure 2.1: World map showing the countries with reported FeMV infections in 

felines in red. 

  

 Since then, new FeMV strains have been continuously isolated from cat urine 

samples and identified by RT-PCR based on the partial L gene sequences. In 2014, 

viral RNA was detected in five out of 82 urine samples (6.1%) and one among ten 

blood samples (10%) in Japan. The six unknown viruses were determined to be FeMV 

strains (SE4, CL5, SE7, SE14, MS25, and MS26), as they shared 92–94% identity 

with the three viruses identified in Hong Kong (31). Furthermore, three strains (SS1, 

SS2, and SS3) were isolated from 13 cat urine samples and had a 90–99% nucleotide 
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similarity to the isolates from Hong Kong. SS3 showed an around 99% similarity to 

strain M252A (32). Based on the high similarity between FeMV strains identified in 

Japan and Hong Kong, the researchers suggested a possible transmission of FeMV by 

unidentified vectors. For instance, infected cats may have been transported between 

the two countries (32).  

 Partial L gene sequences of FeMV strains were amplified using RT-PCR from 

samples such as cat urine, kidney, and blood (2, 31). The large protein sequences from 

the different FeMV strains were aligned in Figure 2.2. Whole genome sequences of 

some viruses were determined by various techniques, such as overlapping RT-PCR 

amplicons, next-generation sequencing (NGS), and sequence-independent single 

primer amplification (SISPA) (2, 5). The partial and whole genome sequences known 

to date are shown in Table 1. MiJP003 is one of the FeMV strains whose complete 

genome sequence has been determined (2). Interestingly, the genomic organization 

and the similarity analysis results showed that the intragenomic region, F and H, is 

different from other strains (2). This suggests a possible recombination event among 

the known FeMV strains (2, 33).  

 The rate of FeMV-positive urine samples has varied between studies. One 

possible explanation is the different clinical and environmental backgrounds of the 

samples and donors. Stray cats are more easily infected, as they have a higher risk of 

exposure to infectious agents and conditions, thus the positive rate of the virus in stray 

cats is higher than that in household cats (10, 31, 34, 35). Interestingly, unneutered 

male cats showed a higher risk of FeMV infection than female cats. This may be due 

to higher activity and aggressive tendencies of male cats, such as territorial fighting 
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and marking behaviors (33, 35). 

 

Figure 2.2: Diagram of the Morbillivirus family. 

The phylogenetic tree was built after obtaining the RNA polymerase/large protein 

sequences of the viruses from the NCBI Protein Database. The protein sequences were 

aligned by using the COBALT multiple alignment tool and the fast-minimum 

evolution method and visualized using FigTree. The virus names and GenBank 

accession numbers are as follows: Feline morbillivirus (FeMV) strains TV17 

(AVH81382.1), Thai-U16 (AVD98481.1), Piuma/2015 (AMM62640.1), US1 

(AMH87247.1), 761U (YP_009512964.1), 776U (AFH55526.1), M252A 

(AFH55534.1), SS3 (BAR91703.1), SS2 (BAR91698.1), SS1 (BAO58314.1), 

ChJP073 (BAP74678.1), MiJP003 (BAP74672.1), OtJP001 (BAP74666.1), A1 

(AVT56121.1), H10 (AVT56123.1), H1 (AVT56124.1), S1 (AVT56126.1), H3 

(AVT56127.1), S2 (VT56128.1), FmoPV/TR/Sev (AMZ80122.1), FmoPV/TR/507 

(AMZ80121.1), FmoPV/TR/486 (AMZ80120.1), FmoPV/TR/109 (AMZ80119.1), 

FeMoV/TR/Moj (ALM58465.1), FeMoV/TR/Chls(ALJ78003.1), PCS139 

(AQV13350.1), RSS88 (AQV13353.1), UPM53 (AQV13352.1), UPM10 

(AQV13351.1), UPM23 (AQV13349.1), GT2-Gordon (QBC65287.1), GT2-TV25 
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(QBC65293.1); cetacean morbillivirus (CeMV)—2990 (AYR16899.1), phocine 

distemper virus (PDV)—Wadden (YP_009177604.1), rinderpest virus (RPV)—LA96 

(AEX65767.1), peste des petits ruminants virus (PPRV)—Turkey2000 

(CAH61259.1), canine distemper virus (CDV)—PS (AFG24211.1), measles virus 

(MeV)—Edmonton (AAA75501.1). 

 

2.3 FeMV Detection Techniques 

 To isolate new FeMV strains, several techniques have been developed to 

increase detection efficiency. For instance, a real-time RT-PCR system showed an 

over ten times higher sensitivity relative to the conventional RT-PCR method. Using 

real- time RT-PCR, 25 FeMV positive urine samples were detected out of 166 samples 

(15.1%). This was about twice the positive rate than the previous study, which showed 

only six positives out of 82 (7.3%) (31, 36). Furthermore, the reverse transcription 

loop-mediated isothermal amplification (RT-LAMP) assay has a 100 times higher 

sensitivity and is time-efficient as compared to conventional RT-PCR (37). An 

enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was also developed and applied for 

serological detection of FeMV (38). The purified FeMV P protein was used in the 

assay as an antigen, because [1] it is important in viral replication, [2] is highly 

expressed in infected cells, [3] has less conserved gene sequence, and [4] antigenicity 

does not require glycosylation (38). The P protein-based ELISA assays have been 

developed for other paramyxoviruses and show higher accuracy and specificity as 

compared to conventional methods of detection (39, 40). Using ELISA, P protein 

antibodies were detected in 22 of 100 cats (22%), supporting previous study results (1, 

32, 33). 
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Table 2.1: Reported FeMV complete/partial sequences. 

*N/A indicates not available. 

2.4 Signs of FeMV-Infected Cells and Cats 

 In vitro, FeMV has been shown to cause cytopathic effects that include cell 

rounding, detachment, lysis, and syncytia formation in infected Crandall–Reese Feline 
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Kidney (CRFK) cells (1, 32). Clinically, FeMV-positive cats have shown urinary tract 

signs (renal disorders and residue in urine), gastrointestinal signs (anorexia, diarrhea, 

and vomiting), as well as weight loss, fever, and depression. Additionally, infected 

cats had decreased red blood cell, hemoglobin, albumin, and urobilinogen counts, as 

well as higher alanine transaminase, alkaline phosphatase, and bilirubin levels as 

compared to uninfected cats (10). However, the authors did not state whether the six 

FeMV-positive cats were all hospitalized or healthy. Furthermore, this study indicated 

that some FeMV-positive cats were also positive for other viruses, such as Feline 

Coronavirus, feline immunodeficiency virus, and feline leukemia virus. Therefore, the 

symptoms observed cannot be concluded as caused solely by FeMV. 

 German strain GT2 (FeMV-GT2), identified in 2019, was isolated from a cat 

with polyuria-polydipsia syndrome. FeMV-GT2 is phylogenetically distinct and 

belongs to a different subgroup than other known FeMV strains. FeMV-GT2 can 

infect cells, such as renal and pulmonary epithelial cells and primary cells from the 

cerebrum and cerebellum. FeMV-GT2 also infected immune cells, such as CD4+ T 

cells (40–70%), CD20+ B cells, and monocytes (20–40%) (46). However, some of the 

authors’ observations in this study did not match the previous studies. First, the 

authors did not observe any cytopathic effects, including syncytia formation, in feline 

kidney cell lines. Second, the authors suggested that the prevalence of the strain was 

only 0.83% in urine, which is much less as compared to other studies. This may be due 

to (1) possible RNA degradation during sample storage before RNA extraction and (2) 

the high genetic diversity between strains (2, 33, 46, 47).  
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2.5 Virology, Tropism, and FeMV Entry into Host Cells 

 The in vitro host range of FeMV infectivity has been studied in 32 different 

cell lines originating from 13 animal species, including human, cat, dog, mouse, rat, 

African green monkey, rabbit, ferret, mink, quail, cattle, horse, and swine (47). The 

cells were incubated with the FeMV SS1 strains and cultured for two weeks, and the 

viral infection was detected by RT-PCR that amplified the L gene. Kidney cell lines 

derived from both cats and African green monkeys, as well as other feline cell lines, 

including epithelial, fibroblastic, lymphoid, and glial cells, were susceptible to the 

viral infection. This suggests the receptor(s) for FeMV, which remain(s) unknown, 

is(are) ubiquitously expressed, at least in cats. Human cell lines were not susceptible 

to FeMV, suggesting there is a low risk of cross-species transmission between humans 

and felids (47). Similarly, transmission between cats remains undetermined. So far, 

cohabitation has not caused most cats to become FeMV-positive (10). However, due 

to the high genetic diversity of the virus and the relatively high mutation rate of the 

paramyxoviruses, including potential gene recombination, FeMV may have the 

capacity to adapt to new host species such as humans through physical contact with 

cats (2, 33, 47). 

 Little is known about the specific viral entry mechanism for FeMV. However, 

host cell receptors such as SLAM (CD150) and nectin-4 are potential candidates, since 

other morbilliviruses, such as CDV, MeV, RPV, and PPRV use them as their primary 

receptors for their respective hosts (2, 48, 49). For example, MeV suppresses the 

immune system by binding to the human SLAM on dendritic cells (50, 51). CDV 

interacts with monkey, dog, and feline SLAM, but less efficiently with the cells 
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expressing human SLAM (52–54). Since receptors are one of the crucial factors to 

determine the tissue tropism and host range of a virus, it is important to identify the 

receptor of FeMV (2, 53) Interestingly, the cleavage site of the FeMV F protein is 

different from the typical cleavage site of other known morbillivirus F proteins. 

Although immunoblot analysis showed FeMV F cleaved into the typical F1 and F2 

subunits, the FeMV F protein has a single basic proteolytic cleavage site, while other 

morbillivirus F proteins have multibasic cleavage sites (1, 32, 55). This observation 

suggests that different proteases may cleave the FeMV F protein, which may affect 

viral entry and host cell tropism. 

2.6 Possibility of Persistent FeMV Infection 

 Several studies have shown evidence of persistent infection with FeMV (13, 32, 

33, 43, 46). For example, FeMV strain US1 was obtained from a male domestic cat in 

2013, and the identical strain was detected in the same cat 15 months later based on 

amplification and sequencing of the H gene (43). Furthermore, almost half of the 

infected cats (14 out of 29) were positive not only for RNA but also for antibodies 

against the N protein (33). Further, two cats infected by FeMV strain GT2 shed the 

virus in their urine for up to several years (46). These results suggest that persistent 

FeMV infection is possible. Interestingly, while cat urine (50.8%) and kidney (80.0%) 

samples were found FeMV-positive as determined via nested RT-PCR targeting the L 

gene, blood samples were all FeMV-negative (35). This suggests that the cats were not 

viremic when the samples were collected. These observations suggest that FeMV 

either has a long incubation period or a short viremic duration (35). Another 

possibility is that during the early stages of infection, FeMV in circulation may infect 
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lymphocytes and remain below the threshold of PCR detection (56, 57). Overall, the 

pathogenesis of FeMV remains not well understood. Further studies will be required 

with larger sample size and various incubation periods to understand persistent FeMV 

infections.  

2.7 Controversies of FeMV Studies 

 A controversy surrounding FeMV research is whether the virus is involved in 

tubulointerstitial nephritis (TIN). This is one of the primary causes of renal failure, 

which can lead to and may trigger chronic kidney disease (CKD). This is one of the 

most common metabolic diseases of cats, particularly for older cats, frequently 

causing feline death (42, 58, 59). There has been a suggested association between 

FeMV and TIN after the discovery that seven out of 12 FeMV-infected cats had TIN 

(1). Additionally, four of the fixed kidney tissues from ten cats with nephritis (40%) 

were FeMV-positive (31, 60). Furthermore, a significant association between FeMV 

infection and TIN was found based on immunohistochemistry (IHC) (60). The 

pathology observed in 38 kidney tissue samples was consistent with chronic kidney 

disease, including interstitial cell infiltration, glomerulosclerosis, tubular atrophy, and 

fibrosis. The authors also compared FeMV-positive and negative samples, scored and 

statistically evaluated the correlation between FeMV infection and TIN, and found 

particular statistical significance in tubular atrophy, luminal expansion, urinary casts 

for renal tubules, inflammatory cell infiltration, and fibrosis in the interstitial areas. 

The differences were significant for the thickness of capillaries and glomerulosclerosis 

in renal tubules (60). On the other hand, other conducted studies were unable to find a 

clear statistical relationship between cat nephritis and FeMV infection (10, 12, 32, 34, 
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35, 44). FeMV, however, might be involved in CKD or lower urinary tract diseases 

(LUTD), based on the reported IHC detected in 19 cat kidney tissues of FeMV-

infected cats (33). However, the authors proposed that FeMV may not necessarily 

cause feline urinary tract diseases, but simply act as a helper or bystander (33). Several 

possible explanations of this controversy have been proposed. First, some feline 

chronic diseases, including TIN and CKD, can still develop when no FeMV RNA is 

detected in urine. Second, the research that showed no clear association between 

FeMV and TIN or CKD might have chosen indirect markers for detection. Finally, the 

primers used for FeMV detection may be relatively poorly optimized (60). Another 

controversy in the field is the potential cross-reactivity between FeMV and CDV. 

Sakaguchi et al. showed immunoreactivity of the anti-FeMV N antibody to CDV N, 

and of anti-CDV dog serum to FeMV (32). However, other studies did not find any 

cross-reactivity between these two viruses using an immunofluorescence (IF) test for 

anti-FeMV serum binding to CDV N, an ELISA assay to test cross-reactivity between 

CDV P and FeMV P, and an RT-LAMP assay using the RNA extracted from CDV-

infected Vero cells (33, 37, 38). 

2.8 Conclusions 

 Cats are among the most common household pets. Feline kidney diseases such 

as TIN and CKD are among the leading causes of death in domesticated cats, 

particularly in geriatric cats. Although the link between FeMV and kidney diseases has 

not been clearly defined, an association is possible, even if it is not causal. It is 

possible that some cats establish persistent FeMV infection, shedding FeMV RNA in 

their urine for extended periods. Moreover, considering the high genetic diversity of 
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FeMV, there is a possibility for cross-species infections. Therefore, FeMV research 

may have significance beyond feline health. Since FeMV is a relatively newly 

identified virus, currently, there are not enough case studies or clinical data available. 

Therefore, further studies with larger sample numbers or full genome sequences of the 

identified strains would be beneficial to understand the effects of FeMV in worldwide 

feline health. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

Three cysteines in the Mojiang virus receptor binding protein stalk 

domain modulate tetrameric stability and membrane fusogenicity. 
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3.1 Abstract 

 Mojiang virus (MojV) is a recently identified rat-borne virus classified in the 

Henipavirus genus within the Paramyxoviridae family, a genus that typically 

comprises bat-borne viruses. The receptor binding protein (RBP) G binds to a host cell 

receptor and triggers the fusion glycoprotein (F) to undergo a conformational cascade 

that results in viral entry into cells and cell-cell fusion, a typical pathognomonic 

feature of paramyxoviral infections. MojV G appears to be relatively distinct from 

other henipaviral G proteins, sharing only ~20% amino acid identity. To investigate 

their roles, we mutated the three cysteine residues within the MojV G stalk domain 

(C141, C143, and C188) into serines. We discovered these cysteine residues are 

important for maintaining a stronger than typical henipaviral tetrameric structure, 

modulating membrane fusogenicity, and F protein avidity. Notably, some of the MojV 

G serine mutants were capable of functionally and structurally interacting with the 

deadly henipaviral Nipah virus (NiV) F. Also, removing the MojV G cysteine residues 

increased, rather than decreased, fusogenicity, the typical phenotype observed for 

other henipaviral G glycoproteins.  The functional interactions of MojV and NiV 

glycoproteins confirm the placement of MojV in the Henipaviridae genus and 

highlight novel and highly diverse aspects of oligomerization and membrane fusion 

mechanisms amongst the henipaviruses.  

3.2 Importance 

 The Henipavirus genus includes highly virulent pathogens, such as Nipah 

(NiV) and Hendra (HeV) viruses, which can have a major global impact in veterinary 

and medical health. The recent discovery of ~20 new henipaviruses highlights their 
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importance. Henipaviral entry is coordinated by the interactions between the receptor 

binding (G) and fusion (F) glycoproteins. Mojiang virus (MojV) was discovered in 

2012 after being circumstantially associated with three human deaths caused by a 

respiratory illness. We found that MojV G displays a stronger tetrameric structure than 

NiV G, and that a MojV G cysteine cluster in the stalk domain has significant effects 

on maintaining oligomeric structure, protein expression, interactions with F, and 

modulation of membrane fusion. Interestingly, despite sequence differences, mutant 

MojV G proteins were able to functionally interact with NiV F, confirming placement 

of MojV as a henipavirus, and highlighting an interesting conservation and unique 

aspects of henipaviral membrane fusion.  

3.3 Introduction 

 Paramyxoviral entry into a host cell is mediated through a pH-independent 

process whereby the viral lipid envelope fuses with the host cell membrane. Two viral 

surface glycoproteins promote viral attachment and membrane fusion, the tetrameric 

receptor binding protein (RBP) and the trimeric fusion protein (F) (4, 5). Henipaviral F 

proteins are class I viral fusion proteins characterized by having N-terminal trimeric α-

helical coiled-coils (6). F is synthesized as an inactivated precursor (F0), transported to 

the cell surface, and subsequently endocytosed (7) and thus activated through 

proteolytic cleavage, generating the heterodimer F1 and F2 (8, 9). The paramyxoviral 

RBPs are termed either hemagglutinin-neuraminidase (HN), hemagglutinin (H), or 

glycoprotein (G) (5). HNs (e.g. for mumps virus, avian paramyxovirus-1, and 

parainfluenza viruses 1 to 5 (PIV 1-5)) bind to sialic acid-containing receptors. The H 

and G proteins (e.g. for morbilliviruses and henipaviruses, respectively) recognize 
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proteinaceous cell surface receptors (2, 10-12). G is a homotetramer made up of 

dimer-of-dimers (13), and a type II transmembrane protein composed of cytoplasmic 

tail, transmembrane, stalk, and globular head domains from N- to C-terminus. Binding 

of paramyxoviral RBPs to their host cell receptor induces conformational changes in 

the RBP that leads to F triggering (14-18), which harpoons F into the host cell 

membrane, leading to membrane fusion. Once viral infection occurs, the host cell 

expresses the RBP and F glycoproteins on its membrane, which will trigger fusion 

with neighboring naïve receptor-expressing cells to form syncytia (cell-cell fusion) 

(19). 

 Although the overall genome structure is similar to other henipaviruses, MojV 

G has several unique characteristics compared to other henipaviral G proteins. First, 

the amino acid identity between MojV G and other henipaviral G proteins is only 

~20%, lower than among other henipaviral G proteins (Table 1). Second, MojV G has 

four putative N-glycosylation sites located in the stalk and head domain’s C-terminal 

extension (CTE), while other henipaviral G proteins have more N-glycosylation sites 

in their globular heads (20). Lastly, while other henipaviral G proteins use conserved 

ephrin receptors such as A2, A5, B1, B2, and/or B3, the MojV G host cell receptor(s) 

remain unknown in spite of previous extensive investigations (2, 21-24).  

We and others have shown that the paramyxoviral attachment protein stalk 

domain is important for triggering the F protein (9, 10, 25-27). For example, mutations 

in the MeV H stalk domain significantly reduced fusion and altered F-G avidity (28), 

and the henipaviral G stalk domain is important for G expression, oligomerization, F-

G interactions, and membrane fusogenicity (13, 26, 29). Henipaviruses have three 
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cysteine residues in the stalk domain, important for the formation of disulfide-linked 

dimers and tetramers. We found that the cysteine-disrupted NiV G mutants do not 

induce NiV F-triggering and represent fusion-dead phenotypes (13). The MojV G 

stalk domain has a cluster of three cysteine residues (C141, C143, and C188) with 

unknown functions. To study the roles of these cysteines, we mutated each cysteine 

individually to serines, and investigated the cell-cell fusion and viral entry 

mechanisms of MojV G when co-expressed with MojV F and NiV F. We determined 

that the cysteines are involved in many important roles, including G oligomeric 

structure, protein expression/stability, interactions with F, viral entry, and cell-cell 

fusion modulation, which differed from the functions of the cysteins for the NiV G 

stalk (13). The heterologous combination of the MojV G cysteine mutants with NiV F 

showed complementarity between the two henipaviral glycoproteins, suggesting that 

MojV G shares functionally conserved, but also distinct cell-cell fusion mechnism 

compared with other henipaviral G proteins. 

3.4 Materials and Methods 

3.4.1 Cell line, expression plasmids, and mutagenesis 

 HEK293T cells (ATCC, Manassas, VA) were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified 

Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 1% 

HEPES, and 1% Pen/Strep at 37 °C and 5% CO2. MojV G (GenBank 

YP_009094095.1) and MojV F (GenBank YP_009094094.1) nucleotide sequences 

were codon optimized and synthesized by Biomatik. The genes were subcloned into 

the pcDNA3.1+ and PCAGGS backbone vectors. MojV G was tagged at its C 

terminus with a hemagglutinin (HA) tag (YPYDVPDYA). For MojV F F1 band 
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detection, a C-terminal AU1 tag was inserted (DTYRYI). The MojV F extracellular 

1X FLAG tag (DYKDDDDK) was inserted at the C-terminal F2 region after residue 

S102 by Gibson assembly with primer pairs of MojV F- F (5’- 

GAATAATGTGAAGAGCGATTACAAGGATGACGACGATAAGGGCAATAAT

AAG-3’) and MojV F-R (5’-CTTATTATTGCCCTTATCGTCGTCATCCTTGTAA 

TCGCTCTTCACATTATTC-3’), and pCDNA-F (5’-CATCACGAGATTTCGATT 

CCAC-3’ and pCDNA-R (5’-GTGGAATCGAAATCTCGTGATG-3’). We used 

codon-optimized NiV F and G genes with C-terminal hemagglutinin (HA) and C-

terminal region of F2 FLAG tags, respectively, as previously described (33, 47). MojV 

G stalk cysteine residue mutations were introduced to the MojV G stalk by site-

directed mutagenesis using the QuickChange II XL site-directed mutagenesis kit 

(Agilent Technologies, Foster City, CA), and mutations and whole gene sequences 

were verified through DNA sequencing. 

3.4.2 SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting under reducing and nonreducing 

conditions 

 HEK293T cells were transfected at 90% confluency in 6 well plates with 

3µg/well of wild-type MojV or NiV F and either wild-type MojV G or mutant 

plasmids at a 3:1 F/G ratio. At 18-24 hours post-transfection (hpt), cells were 

harvested and lysed using 1X RIPA buffer (Merck Millipore) supplemented with a 

cOmplete protease inhibitor tablet (Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN). Cell 

lysate samples undergoing non-reducing SDS-PAGE conditions were loaded onto gels 

without further treatment.  For immunoblotting, the G and F proteins were detected 

using rabbit anti-HA (1:2,000) and mouse anti-FLAG (1:1,000) antibodies, 
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respectively. Fluorescently labeled anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 647 and goat anti-mouse 

Alexa Fluor 488 antibodies (Life Technologies, NY) were used as a secondary 

antibodies (1:2,000). The proteins were detected and quantitated using a ChemiDoc 

MP Imager system with Image Lab software (Bio-Rad, CA). 

3.4.3 Cell-cell fusion assay 

 HEK293T cells were transfected with 3 µg total DNA of MojV or NiV F and 

MojV G wild-type/mutant plasmid at a 3:1 (F:G) ratio in 6-well plates. At 18-20 hpt, 

syncytial nuclei (4 or more nuclei per cell) were counted from 20 microscopic fields. 

Four fields were combined as one 200X field count due to the low levels of cell-cell 

fusion for MojV (31, 38) 

3.4.4 Cell surface expression using flow cytometry 

 Cells were transfected as described above and harvested in FACS buffer (1% 

FBS in PBS). The rabbit anti-HA antibody in FACS buffer (1:1,000) was incubated 

with the cells for 1 hr. Cells were washed twice with FACS buffer and incubated with 

fluorescently labeled anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 and FLAG-APC (1:2,000) for 30 

minutes. Quantification of cell surface expression (CSE) was performed by flow 

cytometry using a Guava easyCyte8 HT (EMD Millipore, MA). 

3.4.5 Co-immunoprecipitation 

 MojV F and/or G expression plasmids were transfected as described above at 

~90% confluence. At 24 hpt, supernatant and cells were harvested using 1 mL 1X PBS 

per well. Cells were vortexed every 5 min and kept on ice for a total of 20 min. Cell 

lysates were then centrifuged at 12,500 x g for 20 min at 4°C with the supernatant kept 
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for downstream analysis. One half of cell lysate was used for direct SDS-PAGE 

analysis and the other for co-immunoprecipitation using a µMACS protein G isolation 

kit (Miltenyi Biotec, Auburn, CA). 30 µL µMACS protein G microbeads were mixed 

with 4 uL of mouse anti-FLAG antibody and kept at 4°C overnight. 34 uL of the 

bead/Ab mixture was added to 100 uL of cell lysate and incubated at 4°C for 2.5 hr. 

The mixture was added to µMACS columns and allowed to flow through completely. 

The columns were washed 4 times with 300 µL lysis buffer (0.025 M Tris-HCl, 0.15 

M NaCl, 1.0 mM EDTA, 1% NP-40, 5% glycerol) followed by one 100 µL low salt 

lysis buffer wash (1% NP-40, 50 mM Tris HCl pH 8.0).  

3.4.6 Statistical analysis 

 The statistical significances were analyzed in consultation with the Cornell 

Statistical Consulting Unit, and using GraphPad Prism 8 (GraphPad Software, Inc., 

CA). P values were calculated by unpaired Student t test and corrected by using the 

respective Bonferroni correction factors. The data represent averages ± standard error 

of the mean (SEM) from at least three independent experiments. 

3.5 Results 

3.5.1 Extracellular tag insertions on the MojV glycoproteins do not alter total 

protein expression or F maturation. 

 Henipaviral F glycoproteins consist of N-terminal ectodomain, transmembrane, 

and C-terminal cytoplasmic tail domains (6, 8, 30) (Figure 3.1.A). Previous studies 

have established that intracellular F1 C-terminal tags, such as AU1, do not alter the 

function of the F glycoproteins (25, 31, 32). However, due to the lack of polyclonal 
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antisera or monoclonal antibodies to detect MojV F expression, determining how to 

quantitatively compare the MojV F to other functional henipaviral F glycoproteins is 

essential. Previous studies on related henipaviruses and morbilliviruses, where a 

FLAG tag sequence was inserted within the F2 subunit near the protease cleavage site 

of F, determined this insertion site allows the protein’s bioactivity (16, 33-35). To 

determine whether a tag will alter the MojV F bioactivity, we designed MojV F with 

either a FLAG tag located within the F2 subunit or an intracellular AU1 tag at the C-

terminus. 

 The well characterized henipaviral NiV F and G glycoproteins were used to 

compare with MojV F and G for total protein expression. HEK293T cells were 

harvested 18 hours hpt and Western blot analysis was conducted using the cell lysates. 

Both MojV F and NiV F FLAG or AU1 tagged proteins underwent protease cleavage 

and expressed either the F0+F2 or F0+F1, respectively, as shown in Figure 3.1.B. 

Interestingly, compared to the cleavage of FLAG-tagged NiV F (46% and 43%, MojV 

F alone and cotransfected with MojV G, respectively), lower levels of MojV F were 

cleaved to F2 (12% and 11%, F alone or with G, respectively) (Fig. 3.1.B). When 

MojV F had a C-terminal AU1 tag, a decreased percentage of cleavage to F1 was 

observed (20% and 22%, F alone and with G, respectively) as compared to NiV F (31% 

and 37%, F alone and with G, respectively) (Fig. 3.1.B). We then compared the 

fusogenicity levels of the transfected cells expressing MojV G (with HA) and MojV F 

(with Flag, AU1, or no tag). Syncytia levels of both of the cases were similar, 

suggesting the tags do not alter the function of MojV F and G glycoproteins (data not 

shown). Furthermore, when non-reduced MojV G yielded primarily tetramers 
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regardless of the presence of F, consistent to the previous findings (2). However, NiV 

G was mostly a dimer (Fig. 3.1.C). Altogether, these results suggest that both the 

MojV F and G are expressed well in host cells. Further, MojV F showed less F1/F2 

cleavage than NiV F, and MojV G showed a higher tetramer forming propensity than 

NiV G.  

 
Figure 3.1: Tag insertions, total protein expression levels, and oligomerization of the 

attachment and fusion glycoproteins.  

(A) Schematic diagrams of the MojV and NiV G and F glycoproteins. For the RBPs, 

the HA tags were inserted at the C-terminal ends. For the Fs, the tag was inserted 

either in the C-terminus of the F2 region (1X FLAG tag) or at the C-terminal 

cytoplasmic tail (AU1 tag). The comparative sequences near the protease cleavage site 

are shown for MojV and NiV F proteins. Transmembrane (TM) and cytoplasmic tail 

(CT) domains are labelled. CTE; C-terminal extension region, present in MojV G, but 

not in NiV G. (B) Total protein expression of F in HEK293T cells in the presence of 

MojV F/G or NiV F/G in either reducing (top) or non-reducing (bottom) conditions. 

Percentage of F1 or F2 cleavage was determined by densitometry using semi-

quantitative fluorescent Western blot analysis (N=4). (C) Total protein expression of 

G in HEK293T cells in the presence of MojV F or NiV F in non-reducing (upper left) 

and reducing (upper right) conditions. Percentage (left table) and ratio (right table) of 

tetramer, dimer, or monomer formation were based on densitometry. N=3. Each of the 

percentages were not significantly different between G when transfected alone or 

cotransfected with MojV or NiV F. Tetramer to dimer (GT:GD) and tetramer to 
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monomer (GT:GM) quantification for each of the glycoproteins post individual or 

homologous glycoprotein transfection is shown. The percentage and ratio were 

determined from an average of the three independent immunoblots. 

 

3.5.2 MojV F and G induce lower cell surface expression and fusion levels than 

NiV F and G.  

 As cell-cell fusion is highly dependent on cell surface expression (CSE) of F 

and G glycoproteins, we then quantitatively compared cell-cell fusion (syncytia) and 

CSE levels for MojV and NiV F and G. To determine the CSE levels, cells were 

transfected with F and G expression plasmids at a 3:1 ratio. This ratio was chosen 

since it yielded the highest levels of fusion for both MojV and NiV (Fig. 3.2.A). After 

ratios between 1:300 and 300:1 were tested, cells were harvested 18 to 20 hpt. CSE 

levels were analyzed by flow cytometry and normalized to the levels of MojV F and G 

when coexpressed. When the F and G plasmids were individually transfected, there 

was no significant difference in the expression levels between MojV and NiV (Fig. 

3.2.B). However, when F and G plasmids were cotransfected, the CSE levels for both 

of NiV F and G significantly increased as compared to MojV F and G. To measure 

fusogenicity, cells were transfected and observed at similar conditions and times as 

described above. Cells with 4 or more nuclei were designated as syncytia as 

previously described (36-38). As shown in Fig. 3.2.C, cells transfected with MojV F 

and G had less syncytia than those transfected with NiV F and G. To quantitatively 

compare the fusogenicity of MojV and NiV, we determined their fusion indices. The 

fusion and CSE values were normalized to those of NiV F and G, set to 1. When F and 

G plasmids were transfected at a total of 3 ug/well of a 6-well plate, the fusion indices 
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of MojV calculated using the CSE of F or G were 0.01 and 0.02, respectively as 

compared to NiV (Fig. 3.2.C). This means MojV had less the 5% of the fusogenic 

level of NiV. To further corroborate this result, we repeated the experiments with ten 

times lower total DNA for NiV F and G (0.3 ug), while keeping the level of MojV 

plasmids at 3 ug/well. MojV F and G still had less the 5% of the fusogenic level of 

NiV, although MojV F and G CSE levels were approximately 3X higher than those of 

NiV F and G (Fig. 3.2.D). Altogether, our data suggested that MojV F and G are 

significantly hypofusogenic compared to those of NiV.  

 

Figure 3.2: MojV glycoproteins are less fusogenic than NiV. 

(A) Syncytia counting of multinuclei HEK293T cells after transfecting MojV F and G 

plasmids at ratios between 300:1 and 1:300 (F:G). The plasmids were transfected at a 

total of 3 ug per well of 6-well plates. (B) CSE of the wild-type MojV F and G 

glycoproteins was quantified through flow cytometry using anti-HA and anti-FLAG 

tag antibodies. Data were corrected for background with empty vector backbone alone 

and normalized with co-expressed MojV F and G. The data represented averages ± 
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SEM from six biological repeats. *, p<0.05; ***, p<0.001. (C) HEK293T were 

transfected with MojV or NiV F and G. Red lines highlight syncytia from microscopic 

field at 200X. Fusion indicies were determined for each condition (fusion/CSE). (D) 

CSE and fusion indicies of co-expressed MojV F and G (3 ug) was normalized with 

those of co-expressed NiV F and G (0.3 ug).  

 

3.5.3 The three cysteines in the MojV G stalk domain are involved in the 

oligomerization, expression, and host cell fusogenicity. 

 Multiple studies reported the importance of the paramyxoviral G stalk domains 

for viral entry, integrity, and expression of G glycoproteins, F/G interaction, F-

triggering, and host cell fusogenicity during the membrane fusion process (25, 27, 28, 

33, 39-41). The cysteine residues within the G stalk domain have been determined to 

be important for disulfide-linked dimer formation for the paramyxoviruses (13, 26, 42, 

43). Based on previous studies, we hypothesized that the three cysteines in the MojV 

G stalk domain, C141, C143, and C188, influence oligomerization and membrane 

fusion (Fig. 3.3.A). To cause minimal secondary effects to the protein structure, we 

mutated the three cysteins to serines individually (C141S, C143S, and C188S) or in 

combination as double (C141S/C143S, C141S/C188S, and C143S/C188S) or triple 

(C141S/C143S/C188S) mutants, to determine their synergistic roles. Each mutant was 

transfected into HEK293T cells with its homologous wild-type MojV F. We observed 

syncytia from all the mutants as well as the wild-type MojV G after co-expressing 

with MojV F (data not shown). Western blot and CSE analyses of MojV F showed no 

significant differences between samples, suggesting that MojV F is not affected by the 

MojV G stalk cysteins (Fig. 3.3.B and 3.3.C). However, MojV G mutants showed 

different oligomerization patterns from wild-type MojV G (Fig. 3.3.B). While wild-
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type MojV G displayed a high tetramer forming propensity in a non-reducing gel, both 

the C141S and C143S mutants were mostly dimers, and the C141S/C143S mutant 

showed mostly monomers. These results suggest that C141 and C143 are critical for 

mediating covalent dimerization, and each individually affect the tetramerization of 

MojV G. While the mutants with C188S (C188S, C141S/C188S, C143S/C188S, and 

C141S/C143S/C188S) had tetramer forming propensity, their CSE and total protein 

expression levels were significantly reduced compared to wild-type G and other 

mutants (Fig. 3.3.B and 3.3.C). This suggests that C188 is involved in the expression 

of MojV G, but not in its oligomerization propensity, potentially maintaining protein 

stability to refrain from protein recycling. A potential explanation for this phenotype is 

that the C188 residue is directly upstream to a putative N-glycosylation site, and the 

mutation from cysteine to serine in the residue preceding the NXS/T motif could be an 

important determinant of glycosylation efficiency (44). Most importantly, mutant 

C141S showed cell-cell fusion levels above wild-type MojV G levels besides having 

wild-type CSE levels (fusion index = 1.48), and the C188S mutants had fusion indexes 

between 2.54 – 3.67, despite their low CSE levels. Overall, our results indicate that the 

MojV G stalk cysteines play important roles in protein expression, oligomerization, 

and membrane fusion. 

3.5.4 Wild-type or mutant MojV and NiV glycoproteins functionally complement. 

 Due to the low amino acid identity between MojV G and other henipaviral G 

proteins, we sought to determine whether the surface glycoproteins of MojV and NiV 

may complement functionally. Homologous and heterologous combinations of MojV 
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Figure 3.3: MojV G stalk domain cysteine mutants express well and alter fusogenicity. 

(A) Schematic of MojV G glycoprotein. Asterisks indicate the locations of the C141S, 

C143S, and C188S mutations within the stalk domain. (B) Western blot analysis of 

MojV G cysteine mutants. HEK293T cell lysates were harvested at 18-20 hpt and 

separated using 10% SDS-PAGE gel under non-reducing (top) or reducing (bottom) 

conditions. Anti-HA antibodies detected the MojV G glycoproteins. GT=tetramer, 

GD=dimer, GM=monomer. Table indicates quantified tetramer, dimer, and monomer 

structures as percentages of the total G signals (GT+GD+GM). (C) Cell surface 

expression (CSE) of MojV F and G (wild-type or serine mutants) determined by flow 

cytometry and normalized to either wild-type MojV F or G (FCSE and GCSE, 

respectively). Nuclei inside syncytia formed by MojV F and G (wild-type or C to S 

mutants) were counted and normalized to the fusion levels of the cells transfected with 

wild-type MojV F and G (Fusion). Fusion indexes (fusion/CSE) were normalized to 

those of wild-type MojV G. The data represents averages ± SEM from four a 

minimum of four biological replicates. *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; ***, p<0.001. 

 

and NiV G and F were coexpressed in HEK293T cells. Notably, both heterologous 

combinations of proteins were fusogenic, and the heterologous combinations with 
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mutant MojV G proteins were fusogenic with similar patterns when co-transfecting 

with NiV F as when co-transfecting with MojV F, indicating functional 

complementary for all heterologous combinations (data not shown). As expected, 

Western blot analysis showed similar results for oligomerization of wild-type and 

mutant MojV G (Fig. 3.4.A). These results further support the notion that MojV is a 

member of the genus Henipavirus genus, since its glycoproteins are able to 

functionally complement those of NiV.  

 

Figure 3.4: Heterologous henipavirus glycoproteins are capable of complemeting 

MojV in the promotion of fusion. 

(A) NiV F and MojV G (wild-type or serine mutants) were cotransfected into 

HEK293T cells and harvested at 18-20 hpt in preparation for Western blot analysis 

under non-reducing (middle) or reducing (bottom) conditions, and ran in a 10% SDS-

PAGE gel. The table contains quantified tetramer, dimer, and monomer structures 

values, shown as percentages. (B) Cell surface expression (CSE) of HEK293T cells 
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cotransfected with NiV F and MojV G (wild-type or serine mutants) (FCSE and GCSE, 

respectively) and Fusion values for NiV F and MojV G samples. All values were 

normalized to NiV F (FCSE), MojV G (GCSE), or NiV F and MojV G (Fusion) and 

fusion index was determined for each cotransfection as in Fig. 3. The data represents 

averages ± SEM from at least three biological repeats. *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; ***, 

p<0.001. 

 

3.5.5 MojV G stalk cysteine mutants interact with F and alter F/G avidities. 

 To determine whether the MojV G stalk mutants affect the ability of G and F 

to interact, we performed co-immunoprecipitation (co-IP) assays using cell lysates of 

HEK293T cells cotransfected with MojV G and either of MojV F or NiV F. Affinity 

purification was against the F FLAG tag, therefore, only the HA-tagged G that is 

directly associated with F was co-IP’d. The F and G proteins were detected from cell 

lysates or the immunoprecipitated (IP) fractions through immunoblotting using anti-

FLAG and HA antibodies, respectively (Fig. 3.5.A). We normalized the densitometric 

values for each of the serine mutants to the values for wild-type MojV F and G, set to 

1. The avidities (strengths) of all F and G interactions were measured as GIP/(Glys x 

FIP), to account for the amount of G IP’d, but also for the amounts of F effectively 

IP’d, and the amounts of G in the cell lysates (31-33, 38). We observed that the 

hyperfusogenic C188S mutants have 5 to 12 times increased F/G avidities with their 

homologous F proteins (Fig. 3.5.B). Notably, Fig. 3.5.D and 3.5.E showed similar 

trends for the heterologous glycoprotein interactions, and with NiV F, the avidity 

levels of the C188S mutants increased up to 30-50 times, even higher than the levels 

between MojV F and G. C188 is located near the C-terminal end of the MojV G stalk 

domain, thus we posit that C188 may modulate F/G interactions so that the two 

glycoproteins do not interact too tightly, thus C188S may increase F/G interactions. 
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This suggests that this region in the C-terminal end of the stalk domain is important 

for modulating both G/F interactions and fusogenicity. Henipaviruses, including NiV 

and HeV, have been proposed to follow a “dissociation” or “clamp model” (45). 

Briefly, in these models the F and G glycoproteins bind to each other prior to receptor 

binding, upon which F-triggering and F/G dissociation occurs. The reported inverse 

correlations between F/G binding avidities and fusogenicity provide evidence for the 

dissociation model for the henipaviruses (33, 38). However, surprisingly we observed 

a positive correlation between fusogenicity and the avidities of F/G interactions for 

both homologous and heterologous MojV G mutants and MojV or NiV F 

combinations (Fig. 3.5.C and 3.5.F). These results suggest that MojV F and G do not 

follow a dissociation model, and that this aspect of F/G interactions in the fusion 

cascade is different between MojV and NiV.  

3.6 Discussion 

The MojV sequence was first obtained from mine rats in 2012 (1). Previous 

studies reported cell-cell fusion events for MojV in a variety of cells, including human 

and rodent cell lines, with syncytial levels being visually lower compared to other 

established henipaviruses. However, no studies had quantified such syntycia levels 

accounting for CSE levels of the glycoproteins, and comparing them to the better 

characterized NiV or HeV. In addition, MojV G and F are suggested to undergo the 

fusion cascade kinetically slower (46). Here, we delved into the function of the MojV 

G stalk domain cysteine residues and their influence on oligomerization and on the 

fusion cascade when interacting with their homologous MojV F or the related 
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heterologous NiV F glycoproteins. 

 

 

Figure 3.5: MojV G cysteine mutants alter avidities of F and G interactions. 

(A) Representative immunoblot image of MojV F and G interactions, determined by 

immunoprecipitation of MojV F using protein G microbeads against the FLAG tag, 

and co-immunoprecipitation of MojV G. HEK293T cells cotransfected with MojV F 

and G and cell lysates were harvested at 24 hpt. (B) F/G interaction avidity values 

were determined by densitometry, normalized to the value of wild-type MojV F/G, 

and measured using the Biorad ImageLab software. (C) Representatitve image of 

Pierson correlation between fusogenicity and MojV G and F interaction avidities 

determined via co-immunoprecipitation. (D) Representative immunoblot image of 

MojV G and NiV F interactions using the same method as A, but NiV F was used 

instead of MojV F. (E) F/G interaction avidity values were determined and measured 

by the same method as B. The values were normalized to the NiV F/MojV G avidity 

level. (F) Correlation graph between fusogenicity and MojV G and NiV F interaction 

avidities determined via co-immunoprecipitation. 
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 To aid quantitative analysis, we inserted a FLAG tag into the F2 domain of 

MojV F and an HA tag at the C-terminus of MojV G, since we had successfully shown 

these tags did not affect NiV glycoproteins functionally (33). Both MojV G and F 

were determined to be structurally and functionally stable and expressed well. MojV G 

maintained its strong tetrameric structure while NiV showed its majority of dimers as 

previously established (Figs. 3.1.B and 3.1.C) (2, 13). This suggests that MojV G 

monomers may be in a lower movement environment in the tetrameric structure. This 

is important since the cysteine residues within the henipaviral stalk domains are 

known to play roles in bringing together the monomers to form dimers of dimers, and 

these G tetrameric interactions are known to affect interactions with the F 

glycoproteins, and the fusion cascade (13, 31, 36). 

We also discovered the levels of cleavage for MojV F were lower as compared 

to NiV F, suggesting the amount of mature, kinetically active F may contribute to the 

decrease in fusion events for MojV. CSE levels for MojV F and G were somewhat 

decreased as compared to those of NiV F and G when the glycoproteins were co-

expressed, but not when expressed individually.  Lower cell surface expression levels 

have been associated with decreased cell-cell fusion events (6, 25). Interestingly, when 

both NiV G and F were co-expressed, the levels of each glycoprotein increased as 

compared to when individually expressed. However, there was no significant 

difference in the levels of MojV G and F between individual and co-expression (Fig. 

3.2.A). A possible explanation for this observation may be that NiV and MojV 

glycoprotein transport mechanisms may differ. Ghana virus (GhV) G was suggested to 

undergo a delayed release from the endoplasmic reticulum as compared to NiV G 
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(31). Similarly studies may reveal similar trends for MojV. 

MojV G has 3 cysteine residues on its stalk domain (C141, C143, and C188) 

(Fig. 3.3.A) (13, 43, 46). We discovered that a serine substitution that removes the 

C188 leads to a significant drop in MojV G protein expression (Figs. 3.3.B and 3.3.D). 

The C188 residue is near the C-terminal end of the stalk domain, and a residue 

upstream a putative N-glycosylation site, beginning at residue N189. Mutating this site 

from a cysteine to serine may have altered the glycosylation efficiency, proper folding 

of MojV G, and potentially its transport to the cell surface. Studies focusing on the 

putative MojV N-glycosylation sites have not been reported and are needed to observe 

whether this N-glycosylation site is used and affects protein expression and transport. 

As for the C141S mutation, it led to a significant increase in cell-cell fusion levels 

without affecting the glycoproteins’ CSE levels (Fig. 3.3.D). This suggests the C141 

plays a role in inhibiting cell-cell fusion in wild-type MojV G. Interestingly, this 

phenomenon is unique to MojV and has not been observed for other henipaviral G 

proteins (13, 31). In addition, both the C141 and C143 residues were involved in G 

tetrameric strength, as when mutated to serine residues, showed lower tetrameric and 

higher dimeric propensity. This dimeric propensity is relatively more similar to that 

observed from NiV G (2, 13). Therefore, we suggest that the wild-type MojV G stalk 

domain cysteine residues may contribute to excessive stalk domain tetrameric rigidity, 

sub-optimal for fusion promotion, whereas the relatively looser NiV-G tetrameric 

structure, with higher dimeric propensity, may be more prone to fusion promotion. 

We next delved into determining the strength of the interactions between the 

MojV G and F glycoproteins, and determined that while these interactions for C141S 
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and C143S were unaffected, those for the C188S mutants had a significantly increase, 

suggesting a previously unexposed potential contact point between G and F (Fig. 

3.5.A and 3.5.B). Interesting, as similar trend was observed with NiV F, but with even 

higher levels of F/G interaction avidities (Fig. 3.5.D and 3.5.E). These results suggest 

that the MojV G stalk domain influences the level of its interaction with. Further, we 

observed a positive correlation between the avidity of MojV G/F interactions and 

fusogenicity, which suggests a unique and distinct method of interaction for MojV 

glycoproteins and how they modulate the membrane fusion process, which needs to be 

further investigated. 

When the MojV G serine mutants were co-expressed with the heterologous 

NiV F, we observed similar results as when co-expressed with the homologous MojV 

F, suggesting an ability for cross-talk between the two glycoproteins across the two 

viruses. Since MojV G and F have low sequence conservation, our data suggest 

structural conservation, with further studies needed to confirm this. However, our 

results more comfortably place MojV in the henipavirus genus, which has been 

debated. Further studies are also needed to understand the pathogenicity of MojV, to 

identify the MojV G receptor(s), to determine the G and F structures, and the role of 

the CTE region in the MojV G globular head.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

N-glycans on the Mojiang virus fusion (F) modulate membrane 

fusogenicity and viral entry 
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4.1 Abstract 

 Mojiang virus (MojV) is a novel rat-borne virus identified in China in 2012, 

classified in the Henipavirus genus within the Paramyxoviridae family. The receptor-

binding protein (G) triggers the fusion glycoprotein (F) to undergo a conformational 

cascade that results in cell-cell fusion and viral entry into cells. N-glycosylation occurs 

at Asp residues in NXS/T sites and is used by many pathogens to evade host immune 

responses. Prior studies showed that several of the N-glycans of henipaviral G and F 

modulate host cell-cell fusion and viral entry. We sought to determine if N-glycans of 

the MojV F and G glycoproteins play similar roles to those of other henipaviral 

glycoproteins. Here we found that MojV is significantly less N-glycosylated than 

other henipaviruses since two out of four and at least one out of four potential N-

glycosylation sites were glycosylated on MojV F and G, respectively. We found that 

MojV F N-glycan deficient mutants affected proteolytic F cleavage, cell-cell fusion, 

and viral entry levels. In contrast to other henipaviruses, the N-glycan in the MojV G 

did not affect cell-cell fusion and viral entry, and only one MojV F N-glycan 

modulated host cell fusogenicity. Alignment of N-glycan positions between 

henipaviral G proteins indicated that the N-glycosylation site on MojV G is not 

conserved with others. Our results highlight the diverse roles of N-glycans in the 

mechanism of membrane fusion and viral entry amongst henipaviruses. 

4.2 Importance 

 N-glycosylation is an important protein modification process in host cells, that 

is utilized by pathogens to invade host cells and to evading host immune responses. 

Different from bat-originated henipaviruses, MojV is a rodent-originated novel 
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henipavirus. We found that both of the two surface glycoproteins of MojV, F and G, 

are far less N-glycosylated than those of other henipaviruses. By constructing N-

glycan deficient mutants, we determined that MojV F and G have only two and at least 

one actually utilized N-glycosylation sites, respectively. Our data suggested that the 

N-glycans on MojV F are involved in many roles such as proteolytic F cleavage, F/G 

interaction, and viral entry. On the other hand, the N-glycan on MojV G did not 

significantly modulate cell-cell fusion and viral entry mechanisms, suggesting that its 

N-glycosylation only plays minor roles. Furthermore, the N-glycosylation site of 

MojV G was not aligned with those of other henipaviral G proteins. Our study 

suggests that N-glycans affect at a wide range of cell-cell fusion and viral entry and 

they are not always conserved among henipaviruses. 

4.3 Introduction 

  Paramyxovirus membrane fusion is induced by intricate interaction between 

the two surface glycoproteins, the fusion (F) and the receptor-binding protein (RBP, 

designated as G for the genus Henipavirus). The tetrameric G protein binds to its host 

cell receptor and triggers a conformational change of the F protein. In the process of 

structural reorganization of F protein from metastable pre-fusion to post-fusion state, 

the membranes of virus and a host cell are pulled in and eventually fused (viral-cell 

fusion). The viral genetic materials enter into the host cell via created fusion pore. 

Additionally, an infected host cell expresses the F and G glycoproteins on the cell 

surface which can trigger membrane fusion with nearby naïve cells (cell-cell fusion) 

(3, 4). This induces formation of multinuclei cells called syncytia, as the fusion 

cascade continues. 
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 Glycosylation is an important protein modification process in a host cell, 

involving many cellular functions such as intracellular trafficking, cell-cell signaling, 

protein folding, and receptor binding (5). This process is critical to host cells, but it is 

also utilized by pathogens for invading host cells and evading detection from the host 

immune system. N-glycosylation, one of the main protein glycan modifications, 

occurs when N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) binds to Asp (N) residues in the 

conserved NXS/T motifs (5). It has been shown that many paramyxoviruses such as 

Nipah (NiV), Hendra (HeV), Sendai (SeV) and canine distemper virus (CDV) take 

advantage of N-glycans for proteolytic processing, protein folding and trafficking (8-

13). Furthermore, N-glycans on the paramyxoviral F and RBP glycoproteins are also 

known to be important for cell-cell fusion and viral entry (5, 7, 9-12, 15, 32). For 

example, previous studies showed that some of the N-glycan-deficient NiV G head 

mutants showed increased fusogenic capabilities, but the mutants represented fusion-

dead phenotype when the N-glycans were eliminated from NiV G stalk domain (7-9). 

Also, NiV and HeV F glycoproteins altered fusion level when some of the N-glycans 

were lost (7, 9). Additionally, the previous study in our lab firstly reported that O-

glycosylation, another glycosylation process occurring at S/T residues, also modulates 

fusogenicity, F/G avidities, and viral entry capabilities of NiV and HeV G 

glycoproteins (14). 

 To understand the roles of N-glycans on the MojV F and G glycoproteins, we 

bioinformatically predicted N-glycosylated sites on the two surface glycoproteins and 

constructed each of the N-glycan deficient mutants by switching N to Q from NXS/T 

motif. We discovered that two sites are N-glycosylated on MojV F, and they are 
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involved in many roles such as proteolytic F cleavage, cell fusogenicity, F/G 

interaction, and viral entry level. We also found that there is at least one actual N-

glycosylation site on MojV G but it has no significant impact. The structural 

comparison of the N-glycosylation sites between henipaviral G proteins indicated that 

the sole N-glycan on MojV G is not conserved with any of the sites on other 

henipaviral G proteins. This study highlights that the degree of N-glycan usage is 

various amongst henipaviruses in cell-cell fusion and viral entry. 

4.4 Material and Methods 

4.4.1 Expression plasmids and mutagenesis 

 The codon-optimized MojV G (GenBank YP_009094095.1) and MojV F 

(GenBank YP_009094094.1) nucleotide sequences were synthesized by Biomatik and 

subcloned into the PCAGGS and pcDNA3.1+ backbone vectors, respectively. MojV 

G was tagged at its C terminus with a hemagglutinin (HA) tag (YPYDVPDYA). 

MojV F was tagged at its C-terminal F2 region with a 1X FLAG tag (DYKDDDDK). 

N-glycosylation sites of MojV F and G were predicted based on the NetNGlyc 1.0 

server (30). N to Q mutations were introduced by site-directed mutagenesis using the 

QuickChange II XL site-directed mutagenesis kit (Agilent Technologies, Foster City, 

CA) at amino acid positions 61 (G1), 64 (G2), 189 (G3), and 619 (G4) in the MojV G 

glycoprotein, and at the positions 69 (F1), 283 (F2), 463 (F3), and 484 (F4) in the 

MojV F glycoprotein. The mutations and constructs were verified through DNA 

sequencing. 

4.4.2 Cell culture 
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 Human Embryonic Kidney (HEK) 293T and BSR-T7 cell lines were cultured 

with Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal 

bovine serum (FBS), 1% HEPES, and 1% Pen/Strep at 37 °C and 5% CO2. 

4.4.3 Reducing and non-reducing SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting 

 HEK293T and BSR-T7 cells were transfected in 6-well plates with 3 ug total 

DNA of either wild type or N-glycan deficient mutant MojV F and G plasmids at 3:1 

(F:G) ratio. At 20-22 hpt, cells were collected and lysed using 100 ul 1X RIPA buffer 

(Merck Millipore). Cell lysates or MojV pseudotyped virions undergoing non-

reducing SDS-PAGE conditions were loaded onto 10% gels without further treatment. 

The reducing samples were treated with ß-mercaptoethanol and denatured for 8 mins 

at 95°C, and were loaded onto 12% gels. The MojV F and G proteins were detected 

using mouse anti-FLAG (1:1,000) and rabbit anti-HA (1:1,000) antibodies, 

respectively. Fluorescently labeled anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 and goat anti-mouse 

Alexa Fluor 647 antibodies (Life Technologies, NY) were used as secondary 

antibodies (1:2,000). The proteins were detected and quantified using a ChemiDoc MP 

Imager system with Image Lab software (Bio-Rad, CA). 

4.4.4 PNGaseF, Endo H, and Tunicamycin treatment 

 HEK293T cell lysates collected as described above were further treated with 

either PNGaseF or Endo H to remove N-glycans. PNGaseF (New England Biolabs 

[NEB], Inc., Ipswich, MA) was incubated with cell lysates as described in the previous 

paper (7). Endo H (NEB) was treated to cell lysates according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol and incubated overnight at 37°C. Additionally, to inhibit N-glycosylation 
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process, 1 ug/ml tunicamycin (Research Products Internationals [RPI], Corp., Mount 

Prospect, IL) was treated when cells were transfected with MojV F and G plasmids. 

All cell lysates were reduced and immunoblotted as mentioned above. 

4.4.5 Cell surface expression using flow cytometry 

 HEK293T and BSR-T7 cells were transfected as described above and collected 

in FACS buffer (1% FBS in PBS) in 20-22 hpt. Cells were also transfected with an 

empty pcDNA3.1+ as a negative control. The rabbit anti-HA antibody in FACS buffer 

(1:1,000) was incubated with the cells for 1 hour on ice. Cells were washed twice with 

FACS buffer and incubated with fluorescently labeled anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 and 

FLAG-APC (1:2,000) for 30 minutes on ice. Cells were washed twice as before. Cell 

surface expression analysis was performed by flow cytometry (Guava easyCyte8 HT; 

EMD Millipore, MA). 

4.4.6 Cell-cell fusion assay 

 BSR-T7 cells were transfected and collected as described above. At 20-22 hpt, 

syncytial nuclei (4 or more nuclei per cell) were counted from 20 random microscopic 

fields (50X). Four fields were combined as one microscopic field (200X). 

4.4.7 Co-immunoprecipitations 

 MojV F and G plasmids were transfected into HEK293T cells in a 6 well plate. 

Cell lysates were collected and lysed as described above. A half amount (50 uL) of 

each lysate was kept for immunoblotting and the other (50 uL) was used for co-

immunoprecipitation via µMACS protein G isolation kit (Miltenyi Biotec, Auburn, 

CA). 4 uL of rabbit anti-FLAG antibody was added to 30 µL µMACS protein G 
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microbeads and incubated overnight at 4 °C. The bead/Ab mixture was added to 50 uL 

of cell lysate and incubated at 4 °C for 2.5 h and completely flew through µMACS 

columns. The columns were washed 4 times with 300 µL lysis buffer (0.025 M Tris-

HCl, 0.15 M NaCl, 1.0 mM EDTA, 1% NP-40, 5% Glycerol) and then washed once 

with 100 µL low salt lysis buffer wash (1% NP-40, 50 mM Tris HCl pH 8.0). 

4.4.8 Pseudotyped MojV/VSV∆G rLuc virion synthesis, RT-qPCR, and viral 

entry assay. 

 MojV pseudotyped virions were made from the VSV-∆G-Luc virus, as 

described previously (7, 15, 16). The MojV F and G wild-type/mutants plasmids were 

transfected to the cells at 1:3 (F:G) ratio. The cells were infected with VSV∆G rLuc at 

48 hpt (1:300), and the pseudotyped virions were collected at 48 hours post-infection 

(hpi). Viral RNA was extracted using QIAamp Viral RNA mini kit (Qiagen, CA). 

VSV RNA genomes were reverse transcribed and quantified by RT-qPCR using 

UltraPlex 1-Step (Quantabio) with Taqman VSV Ind-1 specific probe (15, 17, 18). 

The VSV genome copy numbers were quantified as previously detailed (18, 19). For 

viral entry assay, HEK293T cells were seeded in a 96 well plate and infected with the 

appropriate VSV pseudotyped virions when ~50% confluent using serial virus 

dilutions. DMEM with 10% FBS was added at 2 hpi. At 22-24 hpi, cells were lysed 

and Renilla luciferase activity was measured as relative light units (RLU) using the 

Renilla Luciferase Assay System (Promega) and the Tecan Spark microplate reader 

(Tecan Group Ltd., Männedorf, Switzerland). 

4.5 Results 
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4.5.1 Two and at least one out of the four potential N-glycosylated sites are 

utilized on MojV F and G, respectively. 

 N-glycosylation occurs at asparagine residue followed by a random amino acid 

residue except for proline, and either of serine or threonine sites (NXS/T) (5). MojV G 

has four potential N-glycosylated sites, located at Asn residues 61, 64, 189, and 619 

(Fig. 4.1.A). MojV F also was predicted to have four putative N-glycosylated sites, at 

residues 69, 283, 463 and 484 (Fig. 4.1.B). To determine which sites that are N-

glycosylated, we mutated each of the Asn to Gln and constructed N-glycan deficient 

mutants (G1-G4, G1G2, and G3G4 for MojV G and F1-F4 for MojV F) (Fig. 4.1.A 

and 4.1.B). Each of the N-glycan deficient MojV F and G mutants were co-transfected 

to HEK293T cells with either wild-type MojV F or G at 3:1 ratio (F:G) in total DNA 

of 3 ug. After 20-22 hours of post-transfection (hpt), cells were lysed and lysates were 

collected for measuring total protein expression using Western blot analysis. The non-

reduced wild-type MojV G and its mutants mostly formed tetramers, suggesting that 

N-glycan(s) do not affect the oligomerization of the G protein. When reduced, only G3 

represented different glycosylation pattern compared to wild-type MojV G (Fig. 

4.1.C). This suggests that the G3 site, which is located at the C terminus of the MojV 

G stalk domain, is N-glycosylated. Interestingly, the two double mutants, G1G2 and 

G3G4, as well as G4 could not be detected by Western analysis (Fig. 4.1.C). This 

suggests that the asparagines of these sites are crucial for their protein stability or 

membrane trafficking. Although it is unclear if G4 is N-glycosylated due to no protein 

expression, the result indicated that at least one of the four putative sites is actually N-

glycosylated. The Western blot results of MojV F showed that F1 and F3 migrated 
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further than the wild-type F protein for both of non-reduced and reduced conditions 

(Fig. 4.1.D). This indicates that F1 and F3 sites, located on the C terminus of the F2 

and F1 region, respectively, are N-glycosylated. Additionally, all the F1 to F4 mutants 

showed low protein expression compared to the wild-type F protein (Fig. 4.1.D). This 

means that the four asparagines are involved in MojV F expression. Overall, the 

Western blot results of MojV F protein show that two out of the four potential N-

glycosylated sites are utilized. 

 

Figure 4.1: Analysis of predicted N-glycan sites on MojV G and F proteins.  

(A, B) Diagrams of MojV G (A) and F (B) glycoproteins. N-glycosylation sites were 

predicted using NetNGlyc 1.0 Server. The black lollypop-like structures represent 

potential N-glycosylation sites on MojV G (G1 to G4) and MojV F (F1 to F4). (A) 

Locations of functional domains of MojV G were predicted by sequence alignment of 

henipaviral RBPs using Clustal Omega. CT, cytoplasmic tail; TM, transmembrane; 

CTE, C-terminal extension. (B) Locations of each domain of MojV F which are 

indicated as dashed lines were based on Cheliout Da Silva et al (12). F1 and F2 regions 

are connected by a disulfide bond. FP; fusion peptide; HR; heptad repeat. (C) 

HEK293T was co-transfected with wild-type (WT) MojV F and either wild-type 
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MojV G or N-glycan mutant candidates and lysed 20 to 22 hpt. Lysates were separated 

under non-reduced and reduced conditions and immunoblotted using rabbit anti-HA 

antibody and mouse anti-FLAG antibody against G and F, respectively. The top two 

membranes indicate Western blot results of MojV G, and the bottom two represent 

MojV F results. (D) HEK293T was co-transfected with wild-type MojV G and either 

wild-type MojV F or N-glycan mutant candidates. Western blot analysis was 

conducted similar to (C). The top two membranes indicate Western blot results of 

MojV F, and the two bottom ones represent MojV G result.  

 

4.5.2 The site of G3 on MojV G and those of F1, and F3 on MojV F are N-

glycosylated. 

 To make certain that G3, F1, and F3 are N-glycan-deficient mutants, we first 

treated the cell lysates with Endo H (endoglycosidase H), which cleaves the bond 

between two N-acetylglucosamines (GlcNAc) from both high-mannose and hybrid N-

glycans, but not from complex type N-glycans (5, 31). We found that Endo H-treated 

wild-type MojV G showed similar gel shift to Endo H-untreated G3 (Fig. 4.2.A). We 

also incubated cells with tunicamycin, which is an antibiotic that disrupts protein 

maturation by blocking N-glycosylation (33). The band migration patterns of wild-

type MojV G and G3 were similar when their N-glycosylation was inhibited by 

tunicamycin (Fig. 4.2.A). This confirms that the different band phenotypes were 

induced by N-glycan deficiency of G3. Furthermore, PNGaseF (Peptide-N-

glucosidase F) cleaves all N-glycans except for GlcNAc containing α 1-3 fucose (23). 

The different band phenotypes between wild-type G and G3 also indicated that G3 is 

an actual N-glycan deficient mutant (Fig. 4.2.B). 

 The previous Western blot result suggested the two N-glycosylated sites, F1 

and F3. This means that N-glycan of F1 site was eliminated from mutant F1 but its F3 

site is still N-glycosylated. Similarly, F3 is lack of its own N-glycan but F1 site still 
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possesses N-glycan. When treated with Endo H, almost a half of N-glycans on F1 

were not cleaved (Fig. 4.2.C). This indicates that not all N-glycans were eliminated 

from F3 site, suggesting that F3 may be a complex type. Additionally, when treated 

with PNGaseF, F1 showed almost no gel shift, meaning that most of N-glycans on F1 

were not eliminated (Fig. 4.2.D). As expected from Endo H treatment result, the 

complex type N-glycans on F3 site may be fucosylated on their α 1-3 sites (5). This 

may explain why there was no cleavage since PNGaseF cannot cleave α 1-3 fucose. 

Overall, these results suggest that G3, F1 and F3 sites are indeed N-glycosylated. 

 

Figure 4.2: Confirming actual N-glycan-deficient MojV F and G mutants.  

(A, C) Western blot analysis of MojV G (A) or F (C) with or without Endo H and 

tunicamycin treatment. Tunicamycin was treated to HEK293T when transfected. Endo 

H was incubated with HEK293T cell lysates at 37°C overnight. -, incubated without 

treatment; +, incubated with treatment. Numbers on the left indicate protein size 

(kDa). (B, D) Western blot results of MojV G (B) or F (D) with or without PNGaseF 

treatment. PNGaseF was treated to cell lysates similar to Endo H. 

 

4.5.3 The N-glycans on MojV F are involved in many functions in cell-cell fusion. 

 Next, we sought to determine if the N-glycosylation of the MojV F and G 
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glycoproteins affect cell-cell fusion and viral entry mechanisms. The wild-type MojV 

F or N-glycan deficient mutants, F1 and F3, were co-transfected with wild-type MojV 

G to HEK293T (simply labeled as F1 and F3). The wild-type MojV G or the mutant 

G3 were co-expressed with wild-type MojV F (simply labeled as G3). The syncytial 

cells were observed from all the cases, showing that all of the mutants are functionally 

competent (data not shown). However, unfortunately, it was not easy to obtain robust 

data of the number of syncytial nuclei using HEK293T due to the slow fusion kinetics 

and low fusion levels of MojV F and G (21). Instead, we decided to use hamster 

kidney cell-derived BSR-T7 considering that MojV is rodent-originated. We observed 

clearer and higher level of syncytia from BSR-T7 when transfected both the cell lines 

under the same condition. Also, there was no difference in the protein bands’ 

phenotypes from Western blot results using both cell lines (compare Fig. 4.1.C and 

4.1.D with Fig. 4.3.A). 

 Interestingly, Western blot results consistently showed that intensity of F2 

band of the mutant F1 was lower than those of others (Fig. 4.3.A). This suggests that 

N-glycans on the F1 site affect proteolytic F cleavage. We then counted number of 

nuclei from syncytial cells and tested if N-glycosylation modulates fusogenic 

capability of MojV F and G. We observed that the fusion level of F3 was significantly 

increased (Fig. 4.3.B). The cell surface expression (CSE) levels of both the F1 and F3 

were also significantly reduced than that of wild-type MojV F (Fig. 4.3.C). We 

quantified fusion level of each mutant by calculating fusion index. Briefly, both the 

CSE and fusion levels were converted to percentage and normalized to the levels of 

wild-type MojV F and G, which were both set to 1. The fusion index of F3 was 
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approximately five times higher than that of wild-type MojV F, indicating that it 

confers hyperfusogenic capability (Fig. 4.3.C). Altogether, the results suggest that the 

N-glycosylation on F1 site (located in F2 region) is involved in proteolytic F cleavage 

and that on F3 site (located in F1 region) modulates fusogenicity. On the other hand, 

the phenotypes between wild-type MojV G and G3 were similar, suggesting that N-

glycan(s) on MojV G does not significantly affect cell-cell fusion. 

 

Figure 4.3: The N-glycans on MojV F alter CSE and fusogenicity levels.  

(A) MojV F and G proteins were detected from BSR-T7 cell lysates by Western blot 

analysis. (B) Syncytial nuclei were observed at 200X. Red lines highlight each 

syncytial field. (C) Cell surface expression (CSE) and fusion levels of MojV F and G 

proteins. The CSE levels of MojV F and G were quantified by flow cytometry using 

anti-mouse FLAG-APC antibodies and rabbit anti-HA, respectively. The CSE levels 

were normalized to wild-type MojV F (FCSE) and G (GCSE). Syncytial nuclei were 

counted at 20-22 hpi and normalized to fusion level of wild-type MojV F and G 

(indicated as Fusion). ♣ and ♠ indicate fusion levels divided by G CSE or F CSE, 

respectively. The data represented averages ± standard errors of the means (SEM) 

from five independent biological repeats. *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01. (D) Normalized 
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values of CSE and fusion levels of combined N-glycan mutants. ***, p<0.001; ****, 

p<0.0001.  

 To investigate if there is any synergistic effect between the N-glycans on 

MojV F and G, we co-expressed F1 and G3 (labeled as F1G3), or F3 and G3 (labeled 

as F3G3) as combined mutants. The Western blot results were similar between the 

combined and single mutants, meaning that there is no significant difference in total 

protein expression levels for both cases (data not shown). F3 was still hyperfusogenic 

when co-expressed with G3, but its fusion index was reduced by almost 50% 

comparing to that of F3 as a single mutant (Fig. 4.3.D). This suggests that the F and G 

glycoproteins become less able to induce cell-cell fusion when N-glycans are 

eliminated from both of them. 

4.5.4 N-glycans modulate avidity between MojV F and G. 

 Next, we investigated if the N-glycans on MojV F and G proteins affect F/G 

interactions by co-immunoprecipitation (co-IP) assays using HEK293T cell lysates 

after co-expressing MojV F and G. Since affinity purification was conducted against 

the FLAG tag-attached MojV F, only the HA-tagged MojV G that binds to F was co-

immunoprecipitated. The F and G proteins were detected from cell lysates (Fig. 4.4.A, 

left) and the immunoprecipitated (IP) fractions through immunoblotting (Fig. 4.4.A, 

right) using anti-FLAG and anti-HA antibodies, respectively. To quantify each of the 

MojV F and G avidity levels, we measured densitometry of each band and normalized 

it to the values for the wild-type F and G proteins, which are set to 1. The avidity 

levels were calculated following the fomula GIP/(Glys X FIP) based on the previous 

papers (15, 17). We found that the avidity levels of both F1 and F3 were increased by 

twice than those of wild-type F and G, and those of F1G3 and F3G3 were even higher 
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than others (Fig. 4.4.B). This suggests that F/G interaction gets stronger when N-

glycans are eliminated. On the other hand, the F/G avidity levels between wild-type 

MojV F and either wild-type G or G3 showed no significant difference (Fig. 4.4.B).  

 

Figure 4.4: N-glycans on MojV F affect F/G interaction.  

(A) Representing immunoblot images of MojV F and G interactions. The wild-type 

MojV F and G or mutants were detected from HEK293T cell lysates (CL, left). MojV 

F was immunoprecipitated (IP) and MojV G was co-immunoprecipitated (co-IP) using 

anti-FLAG and anti-HA antibodies, respectively (right). (B) Avidity values were 

analyzed by densitometry using the Biorad ImageLab software. Each values were 

normalized to the value of co-expressed wild-type F and G (WT), which is set to 1. 

The data indicate the average ± SEM from five biological repeats.  

 

However, in spite of little influence of N-glycosylation on MojV G in F/G avidity, the 

combined mutants showed significantly increased F/G affinity levels compared to 

others (Fig. 4.4.B). This suggests that there may be synergistic impact between N-
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glycans on the F and G glycoproteins. Additionally, it was previously reported that 

henipaviral F and G proteins such as NiV and HeV F and G follow dissociation model 

(3). In this model, the two proteins bind and interact to each other prior to receptor 

binding. Previous studies demonstrated that there is a negative correlation between 

fusogenic index and F/G avidity from this model (8, 17). However, we could not find 

any correlations from MojV F and G proteins, suggesting that they may not follow 

dissociation model (data not shown). Overall, the results suggest that N-glycans on 

MojV F synergistically interact with that of MojV G and modulate F/G interaction 

levels in a proper range so they do not interact too tightly. 

4.5.5 N-glycans of MojV F affect viral entry. 

 Viral entry (viral-cell membrane fusion) and cell-cell membrane fusion 

mechanisms have been suggested to have a correlation (25). To investigate whether N-

glycans on the MojV F and G proteins are involved in both membrane fusion 

mechanisms, we used our previously established VSV pseudotyped viral entry assay 

(7, 15, 18). Either wild-type MojV F or G with the mutants were pseudotyped onto the 

membrane of vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) which contains the Renilla luciferase 

reporter gene instead of its own glycoprotein (VSV-△G-rLuc). As a negative control, 

VSV that is pseudotyped only with wild-type MojV G (labeled as MojV G in figure 

4.5.B) was constructed to exclude any nonspecific entry (15, 17). To accurately 

compare viral entry levels, we conducted quantitative reverse transcription PCR and 

measured viral genome copy numbers. The values were then normalized to have an 

equal amount of virions for viral entry measurement. 

 The Western blot results of the pseudotyped indicate that the F and G 
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glycoproteins were well incorporated onto the VSV membranes (Fig. 4.5.A). As 

expected, viral entry level of wild-type MojV F and G (labeled as MojV FG in figure 

4.5.B) were higher than that of MojV G, confirming that the pseudotyped VSV 

induced viral entry via virus-cell membrane fusion mechanism. The viral entry level of 

G3 was similar to that of wild-type MojV FG, suggesting that N-glycosylation of 

MojV G does not significantly modulate viral entry (Fig. 4.5.B). However, F1 and F3 

showed more than ten times increased entry level compared to MojV FG (Fig. 4.5.B). 

We additionally tried to harvest VSV pseudoparticles of F1G3 and F3G3 to 

investigate if there is any synergistic effect between N-glycans on F and G proteins. 

However, the cells were consistently detached after VSV infection, suggesting that 

eliminating N-glycans from both the glycoproteins may induce toxicity (data not 

shown). Overall, the results suggest that the N-glycans on MojV F greatly modulate 

viral entry into host cells. 

 

Figure 4.5: N-glycans on MojV F affect viral entry.  

(A) Western blot analysis of MojV F and G that are incorporated onto VSV 

pseudotyped virions in reduced condition. (B) Relative entry levels of VSV-rluc 

virions pseudotyped with designated wild-type MojV F and G or mutants. HEK293T 

was transfected and lysed 22-24 hours post-infection (hpi). Relative Light Units (RLU) 

were quantified and plotted against the number of viral genomes/ul. Each dots 

represents the mean value of three biological repeats.  
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4.6 Discussion 

 N-glycosylation is a commonly occurring protein modification process in host 

cells and it is also utilized by pathogens for viral entry and avoiding host immune 

reactions. We found that MojV G has at least one N-glycosylated site, G3, on the stalk 

domain (Fig. 4.1.C). There is an additional Asp residue that is located in the CTE 

region of the head domain. Our result showed that it is critical for the G expression. So 

far, the function of CTE is unknown. As one of the possibilities, the CTE region may 

need to be cleaved in an endosomal compartment before MojV G is expressed onto 

host cell membrane. Disrupting the Asp may inhibit proper protein cleavage and affect 

surface expression of MojV G. Another double mutant G1G2 also showed no 

expression although both single mutants, G1 and G2, were expressed well (Fig. 4.1.C). 

This suggests that the two Asp residues on both sites are critical and at least one of 

them is required for G protein expression. Due to an absence of the crystal structure of 

MojV G stalk, the location of each domain was merely predicted by amino acid 

alignment with other henipaviruses. Therefore, the G1 and G2 may be located on 

either of N terminus of the stalk or C terminus of the transmembrane domains. 

Revealing the crystal structure of the entire MojV G protein will be necessary to 

clarify this. 

 MojV F has two actual N-glycosylation sites, one is on F2 and the other is on 

F1 region (Fig. 4.1.B). F3, which is located on the C terminus of F1 region, showed 

surprisingly increased fusion level. Its location was predicted to be in the heptad 

repeat (HR) 2 on the F protein (21). During the membrane fusion process, the alpha-
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helical domain of HR2 interacts with HR1 and forms F protein as a post-fusion 

conformation of the 6-helix bundle (3, 26). The hyperfusogenicity of F3 corresponds 

to the previous study of the F protein of Newcastle Disease virus (NDV), which 

yielded hyperfusogenic phenotype when N-glycans were eliminated from its HR1 and 

HR2 (27). Therefore, this suggests that the N-glycan(s) on the HR2 region of MojV F 

modulates fusion level, and this fusion-controlling mechanism by N-glycosylation 

may be conserved among paramyxoviruses.  

 The henipaviral G proteins have 7 to 12 bioinformatically predicted N-

glycosylation sites that are mostly located on their head regions while there are only 

four sites throughout entire MojV G (Fig. 4.6.A). We found that the N-glycosylation 

site on G stalk, N189, is not conserved with any other predicted sites on the 

henipaviral G proteins. The predicted N-glycan positions of MojV F were relatively 

more conserved to other henipaviral F proteins except for Ghana virus (GhV) F, 

suggesting that the roles of N-glycans are relatively more conserved among 

henipaviral F proteins compared to the G proteins (Fig. 4.6.B). 

 Several studies still remain to be determined to understand more roles of N-

glycosylation on MojV F and G glycoproteins. For example, the N-glycan(s) on MojV 

G may play significant roles as a “glycan shield” to protect the virus against 

neutralizing antibodies or modulates binding affinity to receptors (7, 8, 15, 28). 

Furthermore, since MojV F and G are far less N-glycosylated than others, other post-

translational modifications such as O-glycosylation may also affect the cell-cell fusion 

and viral entry (14). 
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of N-glycan positions between henipaviral G (A) and F (B) 

glycoproteins. 

Numbers indicate predicted N-glycosylation sites based on NetNGlyc 1.0 Server. The 

numbers in red represent the actual N-glycosylated sites in MojV G and F. (A) Each 

domain of G proteins were separated by dashed lines. (B) A dashed line indicates F 

protein cleavage. Locations of both CedV and GhV F cleavage sites are unknown and 

shown as question marks. The GenBank accession numbers of each of the amino acid 

sequences are as follows: MojV G (YP_009094095.1), NiV G (NP_112027.1), HeV G 

(NP_047112.2), CedV G (YP_009094086.1), GhV G (AFH96011.1), MojV F 

(YP_009094094.1), NiV F (NP_112026.1), HeV F (NP_047111.2), CedV F 

(YP_009094085.1), GhV F (YP_009091837.1). 
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5.1 The current knowledge and future paths of Feline Morbillivirus (FeMV) 

research 

 Since FeMV was firstly detected from stray cats in Hong Kong in 2012, there 

have been many reports and case studies on the virus throughout the world. Chapter 

two summarized the current knowledge on FeMV, including the discoveries of each 

novel FeMV strain, cell tropism of both in vivo and in vitro, experimental techniques 

of FeMV RNA detection, and so on. Although study on FeMV is actively ongoing, 

there are still controversies between reports (e.g. possibility of persistent infection and 

association with other kidney diseases) and unidentified characteristics (e.g. cell entry 

mechanisms and host cell receptor). Therefore, to clarify these controversies and 

reveal undetermined characteristics, more case studies and clinical data with precise 

detection methods are strongly required. The recently proposed TaqMan-based real-

time RT-PCR assay targeting the N gene can is promising because it shows higher 

sensitivity and detection rate than the conventional detection methods, and it also 

detects an early phase of FeMV infection (1). 

 Although it was reported that the risk of human-to-cat transmission is low 

since human cell lines are not susceptible to FeMV, it has a lot of potential of causing 

future pandemic outbreaks due to multiple reasons (2). First, the experiment of 

determining its host range was conducted in vitro only. Furthermore, the infectivity of 

the virus was tested with limited human cell lines including human embryonic kidney 

(HEK293T), rhabdomyosarcoma (TE671), fibrosarcoma (HT1080), epithelioid 

carcinoma (HeLa), and leukemia (MT-4 and Molt-4) (2). This cannot represent in vivo 

environment in the human body. Also, SLAM (CD150) and Nectin-4, which are the 

potential candidate receptors of FeMV, are widely expressed at immune and epithelial 

cells, respectively (3). This suggests that the possibility of FeMV transmission from 

cat to human cannot be completely excluded until in vivo infectivity tests are 
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conducted. Second, there is a probability of recombination between FeMV strains. A 

previous paper suggested that one of the FeMV strains from Japan, MiJP003, showed 

a possible recombination event between two strains isolated from Hong Kong and 

Japan (4). Third, although it is controversial, cross-reactivity was reported between 

FeMV and CDV (2). Therefore, it may have a capacity to adapt to new host species 

considering its high genetic diversity and possible gene recombination and cross-

reactivity. (5). Not surprisingly, the viral RNA of the virus was recently detected from 

a white-eared opossum (Didelphis albiventris) in southern Brazil, in 2021 (6). This 

was the first FeMV detection from a non-feline host, showing its ability to infect other 

mammal species (6). Therefore, humans can also be a highly desirable host target 

considering the high frequency of direct contact with cats. 

 Due to the lack of a cell culture system, the pathogenicity of FeMV is still 

unclear (3). However, several studies showed the possibility of using Crandall–Reese 

Feline Kidney (CRFK) cells as a model of viral infection (6-9). Since FeMV-infected 

CRFK cells showed syncytia formation, studying its cell-cell fusion and viral entry 

mechanisms using this cell line would be helpful to understand its pathogenesis. 

Additionally, the proteolytic cleavage site of FeMV F may not be conserved with the 

typical cleavage sites of other morbilliviral F proteins. Overall, understanding its 

pathogenicity would expand our knowledge of the genus Morbillivirus (7, 8, 10). 

5.2 The current knowledge and future paths of Mojiang virus (MojV) research 

 MojV is the first rat-originated henipavirus. Since it is only known by 

sequence data and does not share receptor(s) with any other henipaviruses, its 

characteristics including pathogenicity, symptoms, and species tropism have not been 

established yet. What hampers MojV cell fusion studies is the low levels and slow 

fusion kinetics of MojV F and G surface glycoproteins (11). Chapter 3 defines the 
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functions of the three cysteine residues on the MojV G stalk domain. We found that 

these residues are involved in many roles in the cell-cell fusion mechanism of MojV, 

such as maintaining tetrameric structure, G protein expression, cell fusogenicity, and 

F/G interaction. Interestingly, the F and G proteins of MojV and another deadly 

henipaviral NiV were functionally interacting with each other despite the low amino 

acid similarity between the two G proteins. This confirms the phylogenic placement of 

MojV as a member of the genus Henipavirus which has been controversial in the field. 

In Chapter 4, we discovered the roles of N-glycosylation on the MojV F and G 

glycoproteins in cell-cell fusion and viral entry mechanisms. Our data indicate that the 

two N-glycans on MojV F modulate proteolytic F cleavage, cell fusogenicity, F/G 

interaction, and viral entry. MojV G has at least one N-glycosylated site on its stalk 

domain. However, it did not play any significant role in membrane fusion mechanisms 

and was not conserved with N-glycosylation sites on other henipaviral G proteins. 

 MojV can be easily underestimated comparing to other deadly pathogenic 

henipaviruses such as NiV and HeV. However, its unique origin implies that bats are 

not the only host reservoirs of henipaviruses (13). Hence, studying MojV both in vitro 

and in vivo will expand our understanding of henipaviruses. As further in vitro study, 

revealing the crystal structure of MojV G will be very helpful to deeply understand its 

cell-cell fusion and viral entry mechanisms. Recently, the atomic structure of the 

MojV G head domain has been determined and through comparisons with other 

henipaviral G head domains it was predicted that the MojV G head does not have a 

binding site of Ephrin B2 by comparing the crystal structure of MojV and NiV G ß-

propeller domains (12). Obtaining the crystal structure of the MojV G stalk domain 

will provide critical insight into its functional role especially as a tertiary structure. For 

example, one of the three cysteine residues in MojV G stalk, C188, is closely located 

to an N-glycosylated site (N189). There is a possibility that the N-glycan may 
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functionally obstruct C188. 

5.3 Overall conclusion 

 Studying cell-cell fusion and viral entry mechanisms is critical to understand 

the early stages of viral infection. Our study on MojV revealed similarities of the 

mechanisms amongst henipaviruses (e.g. similar phenotypes between homologous and 

heterologous combinations of MojV G with either of MojV F or NiV F, respectively) 

and differences (e.g. low levels of N-glycosylation on MojV G, increased fusogenicity 

after disrupting cysteine residues of MojV G stalk). Also, the summary of current 

knowledge on FeMV highlighted its high potential for human transmission and 

emphasized the significance of future studies on its cell-cell membrane fusion and 

viral entry mechanisms. Overall, by shedding light on the two understudied 

paramyxoviruses, FeMV and MojV, we will be able to be more prepared against 

possible future pandemics induced by paramyxoviruses. 
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